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1. ALL MATERIALS RELATED TO THE BRITISH, FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR

A Brief History of Bedford Village; Bedford, Pa.; and Old Fort Bedford.
- qF157 B25 B853 1961

A Brief History of the Colonial Wars in America from 1607 to 1775.
- E186.3 N532 No. 51

A Brief History of the King’s Royal Rifle Corps.
- UA652 K5 H9

A Charming Field For An Encounter: The Story of George Washington’s Fort Necessity.
- E199 A33

A Compleat History of the Late War: Or Annual Register of Its Rise, Progress, and Events in Europe, Asia, Africa and America.
- Includes a narrative of the French and Indian War in America. Dublin: Printed by John Exshaw, M.DCC.LXIII.
- Case dD297 C736

- F517 M14 1992

A Few Acres of Snow: The Saga of the French and Indian Wars.
- E195 L43 1999

A Half-Century of Conflict.
- dE198 P24 H169

A Map of the British Empire in America. With the French and Spanish Settlements Adjacent Thereto.
- fG1105 P831 1972
A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Mary Jemison.
- E87 J49 1929

A Treatise of Fortifications.
- qUG400 M958 1968

A Young Colonel from Virginia and the Blow He Struck for American Independence in the Year 1754.
- E312.23 F73

Adam Saam, Discharge Paper, 24 September 1764.
- Document records Saam’s discharge from the Royal American Regiment of Foot, stationed at Fort Pitt, signed by Henry Bouquet.
- OSS 39

Address Delivered at the Celebration of the One Hundred Fiftieth Anniversary of the Battle of Bushy Run.
- E199 T284 A222

Address of Hon. Philander Chase Knox at the Dedication of the Monument to the Memory of Major General Edward Braddock. In Braddock Memorial Park, Fayette County, Pennsylvania, October 15th, 1913.
- No printer, c1913
- E199 K74

Addresses Delivered at the Celebration of the One Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Battle of Bushy Run, August 5th and 6th, 1913.
- Westmoreland County Hist. Soc., 1913.
- E83.76 A22

Advancing the Ohio Frontier: A Saga of the Old Northwest.
- E83.794 W748 A2445

Adventure in the Wilderness: The American Journals of Louis Antoine de Bougainville, 1756-1760.
- E199 B75

- Starrett was an English professor at the University of Pittsburgh. The file includes correspondence, research notes, published materials and other items primarily relating to her research on the life of Capt. Robert Stobo, who was an officer under Washington at the Battle of Fort Necessity and was later a captain in the 15th Regiment of Foot.
- MSS 91

- Letter to McKee, Indian agent at Fort Pitt, from Henry Bouquet at Fort Loudon, concerning Indians that were to be sent by Sir William Johnson to Fort Pitt and instructing McKee to treat them in the best manner.
- MFF 2615

Alfred Proctor James, Papers, 1932-1963.
James was a history professor, writer and prominent historian in colonial Western Pennsylvania history. The file includes correspondence, research notes and other materials relating to his book George Mercer of the Ohio Company, his index to the Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine, Fort Ligonier and other issues in colonial history.

MSS 149

All Cloudless Glory: The Life of George Washington Volumes I & II.

- E312 C56 1995


- fNK6020 D893

American Firearms Makers: When, Where, and What They Made from the Colonial Period to the End of the Nineteenth Century.

- TS535 C273

American Forts-Architectural Form and Function.

- By Willard B. Robinson. Includes chapters on colonial fortifications. Urbana: Published for the Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, Fort Worth, by the University of Illinois Press, c 1977.
- fUG410 R666

American Frontiers: Myth and Reality.

- Acc.# 1991.208

American Indian Wars.

- dE81 C285

American Military History, 1607-1953.

- E178 U58 1956

American Socket Bayonets, 1717-1873.

- qUD400 W3782

An Abridgement of the Indian Affairs Contained in Four-Folio Volumes, Transacted in the Colony of New York, from the Year 1678 to the Year 1751.

- E78 N7 N56

An Account of Conferences Held and Treaties Made: Between Major-General Sir William Johnson, Bart., and the Chief Sachems and Warriors of the Indian Nations in North America at Fort Johnson, in the Colony of New York, in the years 1755 and 1756.

- E199 A17

An Account of the Remarkable Occurrences in the Life and Travels of Colonel James Smith.

- Cincinnati, Oh.: The Robert L. Clarke Co., 1907.
- E87 S721 D221 1907
- UG403 P727

An Historical Account of the Expedition Against the Ohio Indians in the Year MDCCCLXIV. Under the Command of Henry Bouquet. Illustrated with a Map and Copper-Plates.
- E83.76 S664 1765
- E83.76 S664 1868
- E83.76 S664 1907

An Introduction to British Artillery in North America.
- qUF15 G652

- F127 N6 S49

Annual Register of Officers and Members of the Society of Colonial Wars.
- E186.3 A133

- F152 G86

Armies of the American Wars, 1753-1815.
- qUA15 K18

Arms and Armor in Colonial America, 1526-1783.
- fU818 P485

Arms for Empire: A Military History of the British colonies in North America, 1607-1763.
- E181 L434

Arms Makers of Colonial America.
- fTS533.2 W48 1991

Arms Makers of Pennsylvania.
- fTS533.3 P4 W576 1990

Arrows and Arrow-Makers.
• E98 15 M398

At The Crossroads: Indians and Empires on the Mid Atlantic Frontier, 1700-1763.
• E78 P4 M47 2003

At the Edge of Empire: The Backcountry in British North America.
• E188 H56 2003

Attitudes of the Colonial Powers Toward the American Indians.
• E77 P368

• E85 S764

Battle for a Continent.
• E199 B618

Battle of Bushy Run.
• Acc.# 1991.187

Becoming America: The Revolution Before 1776.
• E188 B87

Benjamin West’s “The Death of Wolfe.”
• DA67 W8 M624

Betrayals: Fort William Henry and the Massacre.
• E199 S82 1993

Between Two Worlds: Teaching About Native Americans’ Struggle for Independence in Western Pennsylvania, 1700-1820.
• fE78 P4 B4 1992

Blunder Camp: A Note on the Braddock Road.
• qHE204 B798 W193

Boone’s Wilderness Road.
• By Archer Butler Hulbert. Cleveland, Oh.: The A. H. Clark Company, 1903.
• HE203 H91 v. 6
Bouquet’s March to the Ohio: The Forbes Road. From the Original Manuscript in the William L. Clements Library.

- E83.76 G786 B765

Bouquet’s Redoubt.

- F146 H67 1899

Braddock at the Monongahela.

- E199 K83

Braddock By-Pass.

- Various papers relating to a proposal to build a by-pass roadway in the Borough of Braddock, including materials on the Battle of Braddock Field.
- Acc.# 1991.7

Braddock Campaign, Collection.

- Miscellaneous papers relating to Braddock’s campaign, including maps, illustrations of the order of march, correspondence, articles and commemorative brochures. Specific items include: a copy of a narrative by Jane Frazier (wife of John) of her capture by Indians in 1755, her captivity and escape over a year later; The March of Braddock, 1755. A poem by Louis F. Benson (n. p., February 17, 1902); The Braddock Memorial Park Association, Invitation to Dedication of Monument, October 15, 1913. File also includes an invitation by The U. S. Commission and the Local Community 175th Anniversary Celebration of The Battle of Braddock, July 8-9, 1930.
- MFF 408

Braddock Road Chronicles, 1755.

- E199 W235 1999

Braddock’s Crossing Trail: An Essay on the General Braddock Expedition and Related Historical Events.

- E199 G264

Braddock’s Defeat.

- By Robert Orme. Copies of a letter written by Captain Robert Orme, Royal Engineers, describing the Battle of the Monongahela and including a list of officers killed and wounded. Copied by Edward Parry, grandson of Lt. Owen Parry, Royal Navy, who was killed in the Battle.
- Acc.# 1991.179

Braddock’s Defeat: The Journal of Captain Robert Cholmley’s Batman, the Journal of a British Officer and Halkett’s Orderly Book.

- E199 H217

Braddock’s Road.

- E199 L14

Braddock’s Road and Three Relative Papers.

• HE203 H91

Braddock’s Road, Post Card Scrapbook, 1929.
• Set of 60 colored post cards with historical and descriptive data by John K. Lacock.
• Postcard Collection

Breaking the Backcountry: The Seven Years’ War in Virginia and Pennsylvania, 1754-1765.
• E199 W236 2003

• E77 P37

Builders of the Fort at Hannastown, Westmoreland County, Pa.
• qF157 W59 H243 R164

Bulletin of the Association for Preservation Technology.
• qF157 W59 L726 1974

Bushy Run Profile, 1763-1963. Commemorating the 200th Anniversary of the Battle of Bushy Run.
• qE199 H496

• Materials include a reprint of an article titled “Colonel George Washington and a Forgotten Camp in Unity Township” by Rev. Felix Fellner, two brochures for Fort Necessity National Battlefield Site and a brochure for Fort Ligonier titled “The Key to the West.”
• Acc.# 1993.0217

Captain Jack, the Scout: Or, the Indian Wars about Old Fort Duquesne, an Historical Novel.
• F159.37 M15c
• F159.37 M15c 1873

Captured by Indians: The Life of Mary Jemison.
• E99 S3 J45725 1995

Century of Conflict: The Struggle Between the French and British in Colonial America.
• F1030 R978

Chalmers Collection.
• Consists of photostats of letters, originally collected by George Chalmers and presently in the archives of the New York Public Library. The bulk of the letters are addressed to General Monckton and Major Gates by Henry Bouquet, George Croghan and Hugh Mercer in 1760-1761 concerning the affairs of Forts Pitt and Presqu’ Isle, defense of the frontier and communications.
• Microfilm 422

Christopher Gist: A colonial frontiersman, explorer and Indian agent.
• F229 G531 B154
Christopher Gist and His Sons.
- F517 G53 O75

Christopher Gist, Frontier Scout.
- F517 G54 P69 1992

Christopher Gist’s Journals, with Historical, Geographical, and Ethnological Notes, and Biographies of His Contemporaries.
- F517 G53 1966
- F517 G53 1893

Christopher Gist’s Map of Braddock’s Route.
- A photostat.
- Map File – Historical Roads

Chronicles of Border Warfare: Or, a History of the Settlement by the Whites of Northwestern Virginia, and of the Indian Wars and Massacres in that Section of the State. With Reflections, Anecdotes, etc.
- E81 W82 1920

Colonel George Washington and a Forgotten Camp in Unity Township.
- E312.23 F317

Colonel Henry Bouquet and His Campaigns of 1763 and 1764.
- dE83.76 C82a
- E83.76 C82a2

Col. Henry Bouquet, Orderly Book, 1764.
- E83.76 G786

Col. Henry Bouquet, Papers, 1759-1766.
- Photocopies and typescripts of Library of Congress photostats of MSS in the British Museum. Selected items of Western Pennsylvania interest. Material is also included in Stevens and Kent, Papers of Henry Bouquet (Harrisburg, 19 volumes, 1940-1943), and in part in Stevens, Kent and Leonard, Papers of Henry Bouquet, Volume II (Harrisburg, 1951).
- MSS 48

Col. James Burd, Papers, 1755-1776.
- Burd was commander of several military units during and after the French and Indian War, including the 4th Battalion of Lancaster County, and had charge of the building of the Burd Road. The file includes originals and photocopies of documents and letters, particularly excerpts from his journal and letters from Capt. Daniel Clark, Gov. James Hamilton, John Harris, Lt. Lewis Ourrey and Mason and Dixon. Also, a diagram of his camp at Loyal Hannon and silhouettes of Col. and Mrs. Sarah Burd.
• MFF 2263

Colonel Joseph Belt: Born in Anne Arundel County, Maryland, 1680, Died in Prince George’s County, Maryland, 1761.
  • By Caleb Clarke Magruder, Jr. A paper read before the Society of Colonial Wars. Annapolis: Advertiser-Republican Print, 1909.
  • F184 M21

Colonel William Crawford: Indian Trader, Pioneer and Soldier on the Frontier.
  • E238 S698

Colonial Captivities, Marches and Journeys.
  • E187 C146

Colonial National Monuments.
  • Map showing highways to monuments.
  • Map File – Historic Roads

Colonial Records of Pennsylvania.
  • F146 P411

Colonial Soldiers of the South, 1732-1774.
  • F212 C594

Conrad Weiser, 1696-1760: Friend of Colonist and Mohawk.
  • F152 W193

Conrad Weiser and the Indian Policy of Colonial Pennsylvania.
  • E78 P41 W239

Contrecoeur’s Copy of George Washington’s Journal for 1954.
  • E199 P33

Correspondence of Governor Horatio Sharpe, 1753-1771.
  • 4 Volumes. Published by authority of the State, under the direction of the Maryland Historical Society. Baltimore: Maryland Historical Society, 1888-1911.
  • qF184 M393

Correspondence of William Pitt, When Secretary of State, with Colonial Governors and Military and Naval Commissioners in America.
  • E199 P688

Correspondence of William Shirley, Governor of Massachusetts and Military Commander in America, 1731-1760.
  • E195 S55
Council Fires on the Upper Ohio: A narrative of Indian affairs in the Upper Ohio Valley until 1795.
- F517 D748
- F517 D748 1969

Count Frontenac and New France under Louis XIV.
- F1030 P24c

Crucible of War: The Seven Years’ War and the Fate of Empire in British North America.
- E199 A59 2000

Cyrus Cort.
- Handwritten draft of speech by Cort on the Bushy Run Battlefield, September 25, 1909, discussing the significance of the Battle of Bushy Run.
- MFF 2364

Daniel Boone in Pennsylvania.
- F454 B72 W93

Daniel Hyacinth Mary Lienard de Beaujeu: Commandant of Fort DuQuesne and of the French forces in the Battle of July 9, 1755.
- qE199 B37 S53

- E199 B812 R147

Diplomacy and Indian Gifts: Anglo-French rivalry along the Ohio and northwest frontiers, 1748-1763.
- E195 J17

Disposition of the Pennsylvania Troops in the Western District for the Winter Season, 1764.
- Philadelphia: D. Chillas, Lith. Document locates forts and blockhouses, with military strength, from the Susquehanna west to Fort Littleton.
- Map File – Forts and Battles

Drums in the Forest: Decision at the Forks.
- F152 J27
- F152 J32 2005

Early History of Western Pennsylvania, and of the West, and of Western Expeditions and Campaigns, from MDCCCLIV to MDCCCXXXIII.
- F516 R94
- F516 R94 1846

Edward Braddock, Papers, 1735-1755.
• Includes transcripts of correspondence, orders and other materials from European and American repositories. These documents were captured by the French at the Battle of the Monongahela in 1755, including letters and orders. Also includes microfilms, notes and correspondence of Dr. A. P. James while collecting the material, ca. 1948, in Europe and America. 2 boxes. A Day on Braddock’s Road. Excerpt from an article by Reuben G. Thwaites, 1896. Dedication Program for Bi-Centennial Monument of the Battle of the Monongahela. North Braddock, Pa., December 7, 1955. Monument designed by Joseph B. Kliskey.

• MSS 48

Edward Braddock’s Commission in the British Army in the United States.
• Signed by George II. Photograph.
• MFO 75

18th Century Military Uniforms in Pittsburgh.
• Eleven color plates. Pittsburgh, 1958
• fUC483 E34

Elusive Empires: Constructing Colonialism in the Ohio Valley 1673-1800.
• F517 H55 1997

Empire of Fortune: Crowns, Colonies and Tribes in the Seven Years War in America.
• E199 J54 E55

Every Name Index, Fort Ligonier and its Times.
• F149 S61 S6 1982

• F152 P681 S971

Expedition of Colonel Bouquet to the Ohio Country, 1763 and 1764.
• Z1249 F8 B76

Facing East From Indian Country: A Native History of Early America.
• E98 F39 R53 2001

Field Marshall Lord Ligonier: A Story of the British Army, 1702-1770.
• DA67.1 L72 W62

First Indian Path and First Open Cut Road Through the Virgin Forest in Pioneer Days. Via Ligonier, Youngstown, Derry, Latrobe, Greensburg and Hannastown.
• By Justin H. Pershing. N., n. d.
• F157 W56 P4

• F152 H947 F522

For King and Country: George Washington-The Early Years.
• By Thomas A. Lewis. John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1993.
Forbes Road.
  - Maps of Penn, Patton and Wilkins Townships, identifying landowners.
  - Map File – Historic Roads

Fort Burd: Redstone’s Historic Frontier Fort, an Historical Account.
  - F157 F29 B88 S467

Fort Casimir: The Starting Point in the History of New Castle, in the State of Delaware, Its Location and History, 1651-1671.
  - By Alexander B. Cooper. Wilmington, Del.: Historical Society of Delaware, 1905.
  - F167 C776 F736

Fort de la Presqu’ile and the French Penetration into the Upper Ohio Country, 1753-1759.
  - E199 S365

Fort Duquesne and Fort Pitt: Early Names of Pittsburgh Streets.
  - dF159.4 D23 1931
  - F159.4 D23

Fort Duquesne, Collection.
  - Consists of correspondence (in French), drawings of the Fort, maps, articles from early newspapers and a commemorative postage stamp concerning the Fort and its capture by the British in 1758.
  - MFF 793

Fort Ligonier.
  - Blue prints of the plans for the Fort Ligonier Museum.
  - Map File – Forts and Battles

Fort Ligonier: Additional Light from Unpublished Documents.
  - E199 J27 F736

Fort Ligonier and Its Times.
  - F149 S61

Fort Ligonier, Collection.
  - Includes an inventory of the Constance Prosser Burrell Collection, Fort Ligonier Memorial Foundation, drawings of the Fort and miscellaneous commemorative brochures and guides relating to the Fort and Fort Ligonier Days celebrations.
  - MFF 0796

Fort Ligonier: Outpost of the French and Indian War, 1758-1766. A Brief Account of the Fort Project.
  - qNA108 L726 S863

Fort Loudon Monument Dedicatory Services, October 20, 1915.
- F157 F89 F74

Fort Loudon on the Frontier, 1756-1766.
- E199 H389

Fort Loudon: The after years, 1760-1960.
- E199 F736 K29 1961

Fort McDowell Monument Dedicatory Services, October 5, 1916.
- F157 F86 C82

Fort Morris.
- Contains an excerpt from Frontier Forts of Pennsylvania, Volume 1, describing Fort Morris, built near present Shippensburg, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, in 1755 by Col. James Burd, and events relating to the Fort during the French and Indian War and afterwards.
- MFF 0799

Fort Necessity and Historic Shrines of the Redstone Country.
- qE199 S69

- F157 F241 1932

Fort Necessity, Collection.
- Consists of a copy of the Articles of Capitulation by Washington as well as accounts of the Fort and battle and numerous brochures of Fort Necessity National Park and related areas. Fort Necessity Memorial Committee, Prospectus, 1931. Illustrated brochure of memorial park, museum and monument, and an account of money raised and appropriated.
- MFF-0800

Fort Necessity National Battlefield Site, Pennsylvania.
- E199 T569
- E199 T569 1956

Fort Pitt.
- M199 D13

Fort Pitt.
- From the Point Park Commission. Pittsburgh, January 15, 1942.
- fE199 P751

Fort Pitt.
- Photostat of map in the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
- Map File – Forts and Battles

Fort Pitt, 1758-1772.
British, French, and Indian War Bibliography
Detre Library & Archives, Heinz History Center

- dF159.4 H968 1977

Fort Pitt and its Times.
- E199 A27

Fort Pitt and Letters from the Frontier.
- Compiled by Mary Carson Darlington. Includes letters from Generals Grant, Forbes and Bouquet, Captain Ecuyer and other officers associated with Fort Pitt. Pittsburgh: J. R. Weldin & Co., 1892.
- qF159.4 D22 1892-1
- qF159.4 D22

Fort Pitt, Collection.
- Includes correspondence, written descriptions and plan of the Fort and lists of persons at the Fort in 1760 and 1761. Also, accounts for costs of building a Council House for Indians.
- MFF 0802

Fort Pitt Museum.
- Consists of miscellaneous documents relating to the Museum, including programs for its dedication in 1969 and reopening in 1974 and brochures for the Museum and exhibitions in the Bouquet Wing.
- MFF 0806

Fort Raleigh National Historic Site, North Carolina.
- F262 R4 P844 1952

- E160 S884 N277

Fort Ticonderoga: A Short History Compiled from Contemporary Sources.
- F122 N532 P385 1951

Fort Ticonderoga in History.
- By Helen Ives Gilchrist. Ticonderoga?: Printed for the Fort Ticonderoga Museum.
- E199 G46

Fort Ticonderoga: Key to a continent.
- E199 H217 F736

Fort Wm. Henry, a History.
- E199 G458

Forth to the Wilderness: The First American Frontier, 1754-1774.
- dE195 V249

Fortress of Louisbourg National Historic Park.
- dF1030 L888 M163 1963

Forts in America.
Forts on the Pennsylvania Frontier, 1753-1758.
• F152 H947

France in America: 1497-1763.
• E178 A512

Francis Parkman’s Works.
• F1030 P24 F815 1899

Gateway to the West: Fort Ligonier in Pennsylvania to Read and Color.
• fE199 R234

General Benjamin Franklin: The Military Career of a Philosopher.
• E302.6 F8 N788 G326

• By Charles McKnight. Philadelphia: Coates, 1873.
• F159.37 M15

General Braddock’s Expedition.
• dE199 R598

General Index to the Colonial Records.
• F146 P412

• qE199 N364 G326 1991
• qE199 N364 1990

George Croghan and the Westward Movement, 1741-1782.
• F152 V92

• E199 C941
George Croghan’s Journal of His Trip to Detroit in 1767, with His Correspondence Relating Thereto.

- F483 C941

George Croghan of Pennsylvania.

- F152 C937 C933

George Croghan, Wilderness Diplomat.

- F483 C941 W142

George Fleming, Articles, 1917-1919.

- Includes copies of newspaper articles on early Western Pennsylvania history, including several articles on the Battle of Bushy Run. Two folders.
- MFF 166

George H. Rankin, Papers Relating to the Forbes Road, 1913-1931.

- Consists of research notes, correspondence and other materials relating to a paper on the route of Forbes’ Army in 1758, read before the Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania on April 27, 1926. Also included are booklets on Fort Halifax and the Battle of Bushy Run.
- MFF 2305

George M. P. Baird, Papers.

- Two folders. Includes drafts of Baird’s manuscript for Arms, Seals and Flags Associated with the History of Western Pennsylvania. Illustrative plates are filed in MFD-12.
- MFF 12

George Washington.

- E312 H89

George Washington and the Virginia Backcountry.

- E312.2 G7 1998

George Washington and the West.

- E312.2 A49

George Washington at Fort Necessity.

- E199 C874

George Washington in the Ohio Valley.

- E312 C62

British, French, and Indian War Bibliography
Detre Library & Archives, Heinz History Center

  - E312.2 F61

  - fE312.17 R37 1999

George Washington, the Virginia Period, 1732-1775.
  - E312.2 K72

George Washington’s Midnight Ride and Braddock’s Retreat.
  - Typescript of original verse by Sarah M. Collins.
  - MFF 2361

George Washington’s Route from Venango to Fort LeBoeuf, 1753.
  - E312.23 W193

Grant’s Hill: Center of the Pittsburgh Drama.
  - Pittsburgh: Union Savings Bank, 1939.
  - F159.4 P69 P699

Gregg Neel, Papers, 1873-1983.
  - Included are drafts of speeches and articles, particularly Research Report on Indiantown Gap and Vicinity (relating to forts and fortified houses during the French and Indian War) and The Importance of Bedford in the Early Military History of Pennsylvania. Box 1, Folders 2 and 9.
  - MSS 140

Guide to the Microfilm of the Records of the Provincial Council, 1682-1776.
  - CD3474 A5 R311

Guns at the Forks.
  - F159.4 O55

Gunsmiths of Adams, Franklin and Cumberland Counties, Pennsylvania.
  - qTS535 W576 A211

Hannah’s Town.
  - PZ7 S649

  - F152.A4 H3 1975

Henry Bouquet: A study of three military campaigns in North America, 1758-1764.
  - qE83.76 B76 H3 1991
Henry Bouquet, Papers, 1755-1761.
- E199 B765

Henry Bouquet: Professional Soldier.
- E83.76 B816

Henry K. Siebeneck, Papers.
- Folder 5 contains an informational brochure and picture postcards relating to Fort Necessity.
- MFF 2306

Highlanders in America.
- By J. P. MacLean. Cleveland: The Helman-Taylor Company; Glasgow: John Mackey, 1900.
- E184 S3 M163

Historic Archaeology at Fort Pitt, 1953.
- F152 P681 S971h

Historic Fort Loudon.
- E199 F736 1961

Historical Map of Pennsylvania.
- Case qF150 P41

History of Northampton, Lehigh, Monroe, Carbon, and Schuylkill Counties.
- Compiled from various authentic sources by I. Daniel Rupp. The appendix includes journals of 4 officers during the French and Indian War. Harrisburg: Hickok & Cantine, Printers, 1845.
- F157 N7 R94

History of the Backwoods: Or, the region of the Ohio.
- By A. W. Patterson. Narrative of French, English and Indian conflicts in the Ohio country, including the French and Indian War and Lord Dunmore’s War. Pittsburgh, 1843.
- Case F494 P317

History of the Early Settlement and Indian Wars of Western Virginia. Embracing an account of the various expeditions in the West, previous to 1795. Also biographical sketches of distinguished actors in our border wars.
- Case F517 D32

History of the Early Settlement of the Juniata Valley.
- F157 J7 J79 Case

History of the Great Trail: From the Forks of the Ohio to the Tuscarawas Valley.
- fF479 W56 1993

Ill-Starred General: Braddock of the Coldstream Guards.
• E199 M123
• E199 M123 1986

Indian Ambush at Murrysville.
• By Harold A. Thomas. Draft of article concerning an Indian attack on a supply detachment, June 5, 1759, returning to Fort Ligonier from Fort Pitt on the Old Forbes Road near Murrysville.
• MFF 2559

Indian Biography. Includes Biographies of Important Indians and Accounts of Events in Early Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia, Primarily pre-Revolution.
• dE89 T36

Indian Chiefs of Pennsylvania.
• E78 P41 S61

Indian Wars of the United States. From the Discovery to the Present Time. From the Best Authorities.
• E81 F939 1842

Indiana to 1816: The Colonial Period.
• F526 H67 v.1

Into the American Woods: Negotiators on the Pennsylvania Frontier.
• F152 M48 1999

Invitation to Unveiling of Indian Monument, September 8, 1926.
• MFF 1094

It Happened Right Here: A Narrative.
• E250.5 O3 C331 and C331I

J. C. B.
• Typescript of a journal by J. C. B., a French military officer stationed at Fort Duquesne for several years. Titled: “Voyage to Canada in the North of North America Made from the Year 1751 to 1761.” Quebec, Printing House Leger Brousseau, 1887.
• MFF 2440

James Burd, Frontier Defender, 1726-1793.
• F152 B96 N736

James Smith: Early Cumberland Valley Patriot.
• E195 S751 N994

John Armstrong: First Citizen of Carlisle.
• **F152 A736 F644**

**John E. Clever.**
- Included in the file is a brochure titled “The Black Watch: Royal Highland Regiment” by James B. Cannon. The Regiment fought in the French and Indian War, Pontiac’s Rebellion (including the Battle of Bushy Run) and the Revolutionary War. A Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania publication.
- Acc.# 1996.107

**John Forbes, Letter, November 19, 1758.**
- Photostat of letter to Col. Burd concerning Forbes’ new camp 20 miles west of Loyal Hannon. Original in Shippen Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania. Published in Alfred P. James, Writings of John Forbes (1938), pages 256-258. From the Rankin Collection.
- MFF 2300

**John Harpster, Papers, 1958-1971.**
- Harpster was a prominent Western Pennsylvania historian who held positions with a number of historical organizations. The file includes correspondence, financial material and publications relating to the Fort Pitt Museum and development of Fort Necessity National Park.
- MSS 19

**Johnson of the Mohawks: A biography of Sir William Johnson, Irish immigrant, Mohawk war chief, American soldier, empire builder.**
- E195 J71 P87

**Journal of Chaussegros de Lery.**
- Prepared by Frontier Forts and Trails Survey, Federal Works Agency, Works Progress Administration. Edited by Sylvester K. Stevens and Donald H. Kent. From the diary of de Lery, a lieutenant of French troops, of his expedition in 1754-5 to Detroit and from Detroit to the Ohio River. Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Historical Commission, 1940.
- qF482 C49

**Journal of Colonel George Washington: Across the Allegheny Mountains in 1754, to Build Forts at the Head of the Ohio.**
- E312.8 1754

**Journal of Robert Rogers, the Ranger, on His Expedition for Receiving the Capitulation of Western French Posts (October 20, 1760 to February 14, 1761).**
- E199 R724

**Journals of Beausejour: Diary of John Thomas, Journal of Louis de Courville.**
- qF1038 W381
- Case qE312.8 1753a

**Kaskaskia Under the French Regime.**
- qF549 K3 B453 1948

**Keeping History Alive in Ligonier.**
- Ligonier, Pa.: Fort Ligonier Capital Campaign, n. d.
- qF157 W59 L726 K26
Kentucky and the Adventures of Colonel Daniel Boone.
- F454 F489

King of the Delawares: Teedyuscung, 1700-1763.
- E99 D2 W187

Kittanning, Pennsylvania.
- Consists of an invitation to attend the unveiling of the Indian Monument on September 8, 1926, commemorating the Indian town of Kittanning and its destruction by Col. John Armstrong, September 8, 1756.
- MFF 1094

Lancaster County Indians: Annals of the Susquehannocks and Other Indian Tribes of the Susquehanna Territory From About the Year 1500 to 1763, the Date of Their Extinction.
- By H. Frank Eshleman. Lancaster, Pa., c 1909, 1908.
- E78 P41 E75

Lawrence C. Woods, Jr., Collection, 1743-1801.
- Woods was a Pittsburgh insurance company executive and collector of early Western Pennsylvania memorabilia. The file includes warrants, deeds, appointments, correspondence and legal materials, most of which concern the activities of soldiers, merchants, landholders and Indian traders of the Western Pennsylvania frontier, in General Braddock and George Croghan. Included is a list of officers killed at the Battle of the Monongahela. Folders 1 and 2.
- MFF 75

Le Marquis de Montcalm (1712-1759).
- E199 M771 C462

Lecture on the Life and Times of Conrad Weiser, the First Representative Man of Berks County.
- By Morton L. Montgomery. Reading Pa.: Chas. F. Haage, Printer, 1893.
- F152 W42 M28

Letter to Frank Armor About 137th Anniversary of Fort Ligonier.
- From William D. McGowan. Ligonier, Pa., December 9, 1895.
- MFF 1214

Letters and Papers Relating Chiefly to the Provincial History of Pennsylvania With Some Notices of the Writers.
- Case F152 B174

Letters of General John Forbes Relating to the Expedition Against Fort Duquesne in 1758.
- Compiled from books in the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh for the Allegheny County Committee, Pennsylvania Society of the Colonial Dames of America, by Irene Stewart. Also a list of references on the expedition. Pittsburgh: Allegheny County Committee, 1927.
- E199 F69

Letters to Washington and Accompanying Papers, 5 Volumes. 1752-1775.
- E312.2 H22
- E99 C5 T583

Life of Daniel Boone.
- E176 S73 2d Ser.- v. 13

Life of Daniel Boone: The great western hunter and pioneer, comprising an account of his early history, his daring and remarkable career and the first settler of Kentucky. To which is added his autobiography, complete as dictated by himself.
- F454 B72 H33

Lily Lee Nixon, Papers, 1845-1960.
- Nixon was a public school teacher in Pittsburgh and historian of early Western Pennsylvania and Pittsburgh history. Her master’s thesis was titled James Burd: Frontier Defender, 1726-1793. The file includes various materials concerning Burd and his early life.
- MSS 121

List of Persons at Fort Pitt on April 14th, 1761.
- Philadelphia, 1882.
- qHA730 P69 A6

List of References on the Expedition of General Forbes Against Fort Duquesne.
- Pittsburgh: Carnegie Library, 1908.
- Z1249 F8 P6

Lord Jeffrey Amherst: A Soldier of the King.
- DA67.1 A51 L84

Lord Loudon in North America.
- E199 P22

Louisbourg: A Special Issue.
- qF1030 L888 C212

Louisbourg: From its Foundation to its Fall, 1713-1758.
- qF1030 L888 M163 1957

Louisbourg Journals, 1745.
- E198 D315

Major General Edward Braddock’s Orderly Books, from February 26 to June 17, 1755.
- From the originals, in the Cogressional library.
- E199 B789 L912
Maryland-Forts-Fort Frederick.
  - Aerial photograph of reconstructed fort.
  - GPC Box 27 Fold. 22

Massacre at Fort Bull: The de Lery Expedition Against Oneida Carry, 1756.
  - E199 H144

Massacre at Fort William Henry.
  - E199 S786 2002

Massacre at Mackinac: Alexander Henry’s Travels and Adventures in Canada and the Indian Territories Between the Years 1760 and 1764.
  - F1060.7 A727

Members of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company in the Colonial Period, 1638-1774.
  - qE202.99 N277 M533 1958
  - qE202.99 N277 M533 1989

Memorial of Enoch Brown and Eleven Scholars. Who were Massacred in Antrim Township, Franklin County, Pennsylvania, by the Indians, during the PontiacWar, July 26, 1764.
  - dE83.76 C82b

Memoirs of Major Robert Stobo, of the Virginia Regiment.
  - Pittsburgh: Davidson, 1854.
  - Case F159.4 C88

Michilimackinac: Its History and Restoration.
  - F572 M16 P481

Mildred Kerr.
  - Typescript of a paper prepared for a seminar in history of Western Pennsylvania at the University of Pittsburgh in November 1932 under S. J. Buck, Titled: "The Extension of the Virginia Frontier in Western Pennsylvania, 1740-1780."
  - MFF 2446

Military Affairs in North America, 1748-1765. Selected Documents from the Cumberland Papers in Windsor Castle.
  - E195 P22

Military Exercises: 1730.
  - fU101 W848

Military Uniforms in America: The Era of the American Revolution, 1755-1795.
  - fUC483 E51

Mirror of Olden Time Border Life.

• E85 P96

Montcalm and Wolfe.
• dE199 P24 M771 1962

Narrative and Critical History of America.
• qE18 W78

Narratives of Captivity Among the Indians of North America.
• A list of books and manuscripts on this subject in the Edward E. Ayer Collection of the Newberry Library. Chicago, Ill.: The Newberry Library, 1912.
• Z1209 N534

• F195 F541 N532

New France: The Last Phase, 1744-1760.
• F1030 S78

• qE199 H299

Notes on the Settlement and Indian Wars, of the Western parts of Virginia and Pennsylvania from the Year 1763 until the Year 1783 Inclusive.
• F517 D641 1824
• F517 D641 1876
• F517 D641 1912
• F517 D641 1960

Official History of the Militia and the National Guard of the State of Pennsylvania.
• fUA420 C61

Official Program: 175th Commemoration of the Battle of Braddock, July 8th and 9th, 1930.
• F157 A49 B79

Old Fort Henry: The Citadel of Upper Canada.
• By Ronald L. Way. Fort Henry: Can.: The Ontario-St. Lawrence Development Commission, n. d.
• qF1057.8 H521 W357

Old Fort Niagara.
  • E199 K29

Old Fort Niagara: An Illustrated History.
  • E199 N577 R263

Old Fort Niagara: The Story of an Ancient Gateway to the West.
  • E199 H91 1938
  • E199 H91 1939
  • E199 H91

Old Indian Trails.
  • E99 S54 M127

Old Pittsburgh Days.
  • F159.3 C466

Old Tom Fossit: A True Narrative Concerning a Thrilling Epoch of Early Colonial Days.
  • E199 R61

Oration Delivered at the Centennial Celebration of the Evacuation of Fort Duquesne.
• By Hon. A. W. Loomis, Pittsburgh, November 25, 1858. Pittsburgh: Printed by W. S. Haven, 1859.
  • E199 L86

  • E199 H395

Otzinachson: Or, a history of the West Branch valley of the Susquehanna. By J. F. Meginness. Includes full accounts of the Indian wars, predatory incursions, abductions and massacres.
  • qF156.9 S8 M49
  • F156.9 S8 M49

Our French Forts: Fort Presque Isle, Fort LeBoeuf, Fort Machault and Guyasutha.
  • E199 R323

Outposts of the War for Empire: The French and English in Western Pennsylvania, Their Armies, Their Forts, Their People, 1749-1764.
  • fE199 S888 O93

Peace and War on the Anglo Cherokee Frontier, 1756-1763.

E83.759 O45 2001

Pennsylvania: A reading list for the use of schools with special reference to Indian warfare and the local history of Pittsburgh.
- Pittsburgh: Carnegie Library, 1911.
- Z1329 P69

Pennsylvania-Historical Marker- Great Trail (Tuscarawas Trail).
- Photographs of the marker.
- GPC Box 27 Fold. 9

Pennsylvania-Historical Markers-Old Braddock Road.
- Photograph of the marker.
- GPC Box 27 Fold. 8

Pennsylvania Soldiers in the Provincial Service, 1746-1759.
- qF146 P412 B812

Pennsylvania: The Colonial Years, 1681-1776.
- F152 K29

Photocopy of Authorization, 16 March 1755, from E. Braddock to Col. William Johnson.
- To draw on Gov. Shirley “for carrying on and supporting the Alliance with the six Nations.” Original in Morristown National Historical Park.
- MSS 48

- Map File – Historical Roads

Pictorial Life of George Washington: Embracing a Complete History of the Seven Years’ War, the Revolutionary War, the Formation of the Federal Constitution, and the Administration of Washington.
- E312 F93

Pioneer History: Being an account of the first examinations of the Ohio Valley, and the early settlement of the Northwest Territory. Chiefly from original manuscripts.
- F491 H64

Pittsburgh from Fort to City.
- From the Board of Public Education, Pittsburgh, 1954.
- F159.3 P692

Pittsburgh-Postcards-Scenes and Views of Recreation Areas-Historical Cards 1758.
- View of the Point (Fort Pitt) as of 1758. Also, various postcards depicting the Blockhouse.
- Postcards-Box 5

Pittsburgh-Recreation Areas-Parks-Block House - Point State Park.
- Various photographs of the Blockhouse.
- GPC Box 6 Fold. 10

Pittsburgh Saga; Braddock’s Defeat, Bouquet’s Victory, 1748-1764, and Sonnets and Lyrics.
Plan of the Battle Near Bushy Run.
- Map File – Forts and Battles

Point of Empire; Conflict at the Forks of the Ohio.
- F159 P69 S86

Pontiac and the Indian Uprising.
- E83.76 P36

Pontiac: Chief of the Ottawas.
- dE99 O9 M624

Pontiac Uprising, 1763-1764.
- qE78.76 D483 1963

Prints of Battles and Forts.
- Includes Fort Pitt Blockhouse, Braddock’s Battle Field, Braddock’s Battle Ground (July 1876), Fort Duquesne and Fort Necessity.
- Prints, A-Ma

Prints of Soldiers and Traders.
- Photographs Group 2 General Photographs - Individual or Family

Prints of Soldiers and Traders.
- Prints-Individuals

Provincial Negotiations with the Western Indians, 1754-58.
- E99 D2 H947

Quaint and Historic Forts of North America.
- E159 H22

Queen Aliquippa Chapter, D.A.R., Invitation.
- To “the unveiling of the Tablet in marking the last camp of Major General Edward Braddock on his military expedition to Fort Duquesne...McKeesport, Pa.”, September 19, 1914.
- MFF 408

Records of the Provincial Council, 1682-1776, in the Pennsylvania State Archives.
- CD3474 A5 R311
Redcoats: The British Soldier and the War for the Americas 1755-1763.
- E199 B89 2002

Regional Planning Commission-Maps/Plans- Fort Pitt Memorial.
- Conception drawings of the Fort Pitt Memorial and Blockhouse.
- GPC Box 27 Fold. 5

- F152 P412
- F152 P412 1916

- The papers, the bulk of which range in date from 1963 to 1988, include extensive materials, notes and drafts relating to Alberts’ books and articles, particularly The Most Extraordinary Adventures of Major Robert Stobo and Shaping of the Point (dealing with restoration of Fort Pitt and the Fort Pitt Museum).
- MSS 37

Robert D. Klingensmith, Collection of Papers on the Battle of Bushy Run.
- Folder 3.
- MFF 2291

Robert Dinwiddie: His career in American Colonial Government and Westward Expansion.
- F229.1 D587 K72

Roll of New Hampshire Men at Louisburg, Cape Breton, 1745.
- E198 N54

Selected Manuscripts of General John S. Clark, Relating to the Aboriginal History of the Susquehanna.
- Edited by Louise Welles Murray. Athens, Pa., 1931.
- qF146 S67-v. 1

Sir William Johnson.
- dE195 J71 B92

Sir William Johnson and Pennsylvania.
- E75 P4 H219

Sir William Johnson and the Indians of New York.
- E78 N7 H21

Sketch of Thos. Fausett: The Slayer of Major General Edward Braddock, who Fell in the Disastrous Defeat in the Battle of the Monongahela in the French and Indian War, July 9, 1755.
- E199 H126s
Sketches of Fort Ticonderoga and Vicinity.
- By R. Emmett Owen. Troy, N. Y.: Printed for the Fort Ticonderoga Museum by Troy Times Art Press, 1923?
- E199 O97

Soboslay, Bill.
- Acc.# 1995.0154

Society of Colonial Wars, 1892-1967, Seventy-Fifth Anniversary.
- E186.3 A25

Souvenir Book of Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania, by the Book Committee, 160th Anniversary of the Penn’s Creek Massacre.
- qF157 S59 S46

- Uniontown, Pa.: Fort Necessity Bicentennial Assn., 1954(?).
- fE199 S829

Souvenir Program: The Battle of the Monongahela; or Braddock’s defeat, July 9th, 1755.
- fE199 B798 1955

- F150 C49

- The file includes extensive materials on 18th century forts in North America and other subjects dealing with the conflict between England and France during that period. Series I, Personal Papers, includes materials relating to Stotz’s book, Outposts of the War for Empire. Series II, Restoration Work, contains research notes, drawings, correspondence and other materials concerning his work in the reconstruction of Fort Ligonier and Fort Pitt as well as materials on forts at the Point prior to Fort Pitt, other 18th century forts in Canada and the North American colonies and Western Pennsylvania military affairs. Stotz was a prominent architect and proponent of historical preservation in Pittsburgh and the Western Pennsylvania region. Drawings can be found in MSO-21 and photographs in MSP-21.
- MSS 21

The Allegheny Frontier: West Virginia Beginnings, 1730-1830.
- F241 R49

The Ambiguous Iroquois Empire: The Covenant Chain Confederation of Indian Tribes with English Colonies from its Beginnings to the Lancaster Treaty of 1744.
- E93 J44 1984a

The American Colonial Wars: A concise history, 1607-1775.
- E188 H16

The American Heritage Book of Indians.
  • qE58 B819

The American Heritage History of the Thirteen Colonies.
  • qE188 W95

The Appalachian Indian Frontier: The Edmond Atkin Report and Plan of 1755.
  • E91 A87

The Battle of Braddock’s Field, July 9, 1755.
  • By Henry W. Temple. Braddock, Pa.: The 175th Anniversary Celebration Committee, 1930.
  • E199 T28

The Battle of Bushy Run.
  • E83.76 A545
  • E83.76 A545 1975

The Battle of Bushy Run: The Most Decisive Victory in All History Gained by the White Man over the American Indian.
  • E83.76 B69

The Bedford County Gunsmiths and Gunmakers.
  • TS535 W576 B41 1981

The Bells of Victory: The Pitt-Newcastle Ministry and the Conduct of the Seven Years’ War, 1757-1762.
  • D297 N5 2002

The Black Watch at Ticonderoga and Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe.
  • By Frederick B. Richards. Glen Falls, N. Y.: Printed for Fort Ticonderoga Museum Library, 1912?
  • E199 R515

The Boone Family: A Genealogical History of the Descendants of George and Mary Boone who Came to America in 1717. Containing a Biographical Sketch of Daniel Boone, the Pioneer, by One of his Descendants.
  • Compiled by Hazel Atterbury Spraker. Rutland, Vt.: The Tuttle Company, 1922.
  • qCS71 B724

The Bouquet Celebration on Bushy Run Battlefield, in Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania, August 6, 1883.
  • E83.76 C82b

The Braddock Expedition and Fox’s Gap in Maryland.
  • E199 O5 1995

The British Empire Before the American Revolution.
British, French, and Indian War Bibliography
Detre Library & Archives, Heinz History Center

- DA500 G51

- qF1039 C5 W381

The Burial Places of Colonial and Revolutionary Soldiers.
- MFF 2385

The Capture of Fort Duquesne: An Historical Discourse Before the Society of Colonial Wars in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Delivered in Christ Church, Philadelphia, on the One Hundred and Fortieth Anniversary of the Capture of the Fort, Sunday, November Twenty-Seventh, 1898, Upon the Occasion of the Unveiling of a Memorial Tablet of Brigadier-General John Forbes, Commander of His Majesty’s Troops in the Southern Provinces of North America.
- By the Right Reverend Cortland Whitehead. Philadelphia: G. H. Buchanan and Company, 1898(?).
- E199 W59

The Colonial Wars, 1689-1762.
- E195 P36 1970
- E195 P36

The Conspiracy of Pontiac and the Indian War After the Conquest of Canada.
- dE83.76 P24 1880
- dE83.76 P24 1888

The Correspondence of General Thomas Gage.
- E187 G13

The Death and Rebirth of the Seneca.
- E99 S3 W3 1972

The Diary of Jabez Fitch, Jr.
- Recounts his activities as a sergeant in the Connecticut militia at Fort Edward from May 20, 1757 to April 24, 1758. Introduction by Richard A. Mason. Rogers Island Historical Association, 1966.
- E199 F54

The Epoch of the Belle Riviere.
- E199 F858

• qUG415 H3 P615

The Expedition of Baron de Longueuil. A Preliminary Report Commemorating the 200th Anniversary. Deals with the War with the Chickasaw Indians, 1739-1740.
  • qE83.739 F9

The Fall of New France, 1755-1760.
  • E199 H32

The Fight for Canada: A Sketch from the History of the Great Imperial War.
  • E199 W881

The Fight with France for North America.
  • E199 B81

The First Frontier: The Indian Wars and America’s origins, 1607-1776.
  • E82 H811

The Forbes Road.
  • E199 F6 B6 1965

The Forts of Mackinac.
  • fF572 M16 M158

The French and Indian Trail: A Bicentennial Holiday.
  • Pittsburgh, c 1975.
  • F159.15 1975 P692 F873

The French and Indian War: An Album.
  • A pictorial history of the War. Providence, R. I., 1960.
  • fE199 J65

The French and Indian War: An Informal History.
  • E199 C532

The French and Indian War in Pennsylvania, 1753-1763: Fortification and Struggle During the War for Empire.
  • E178 A512

The French and Indian Wars.
  • qE188 R963
The French and Indian Wars: The story of battles and forts in the wilderness.
  • E199 H217 F873

The French Army in America and the Musketry Drill of 1755.
  • E199 H217 F87

The French in the Allegheny Valley.
- By T. J. Chapman. Cleveland, Oh.: W. W. Williams, 1887.
  • F157 A5 C466

The French in Western Pennsylvania.
- By Mason Wade, 1958.
  • E199 W12

The French Invasion of Western Pennsylvania, 1753.
  • F152 K37

The Frontier Forts of Franklin, Pennsylvania: Machault, Venango and Franklin.
  • F152 R855

The Genesis of Mifflin County, Pennsylvania.
  • F157 M63 S92g

The Gladwin Manuscripts. With an Introduction and a Sketch of the Conspiracy of Pontiac.
  • qE83.76 G54

The Great Meadows Campaign and the Climactic Battle of Fort Necessity: The Historical Background of “Uniting a Nation.
  • E199 H66

The Gunmakers and Gunsmiths of Western Pennsylvania.
  • qTS535 W576
  • qTS535 M596 G975 1988

The Hero of the Monongahela. Historical sketch by Monongahela de Beaujeu.
  • E199 B37a

The History of an Expedition Against Fort Duquesne, in 1755; under Major-General Edward Braddock.
  • Case E199 S24
- E199 S24 1856

The History of the Five Indian Nations of Canada: Which are Dependent on the Province of New York, and are a Barrier Between the English and the French in That Part of the World.
- dE99 I7 C68

The Indian Tribes of the Upper Mississippi Valley and Region of the Great Lakes.
- E78 N8 B635

The Indian Wars of Pennsylvania: An Account of the Indian Events in Pennsylvania, of the French and Indian War, Pontiac's War, Lord Dunmore'S War, the Revolutionary War and the Indian Uprising from 1789 to 1795.
- E78 P41 S61i
- E78 P41 S61i 1931
- E78 P4 S54 1995

The Indians’ New World: Catawbas and Their Neighbors from European Contact through the Era of Removal.
- E99 C24 I53 1991

The Iroquois Restoration: Iroquois Diplomacy on the Colonial Frontier 1701-1754.
- E99 I7 A68 1983

The Journal of Major George Washington: Sent by Hon. Robert Dinwiddie, Esq., His Majesty’s Lieutenant-Governor, and Commander-in-Chief of Virginia, to the commandant of the French forces on the Ohio, to which are added the Governor’s letter, and a translation of the French officer’s answer.
- dE312.8 1753
- E312.8 1753

The Journals and Papers of Seth Pomeroy, Sometime General in the Colonial Service.
- Published by the Society of Colonial Wars in the State of New York, and, at the request of its Committee on Historical Documents. Edited by Louis Effingham de Forest. New York, 1926.
- E186.3 N532 No. 38

The Jumonville Affair.
- E199 T866

- qE172 A5t v. 11

The Lenape: Archaeology, History, and Ethnography.
- E99 D2 K82 1986
- F152 W42 B37

The Livingston Indian Records, 1666-1723.
- E99 I7 L787

The Long Fuse: How England Lost the American Colonies 1760-1785.
- E210 C665 1996

The Longrifles of Western Pennsylvania: Allegheny and Westmoreland Counties.
- TS533.3 P4 R67 1993 long

The Marquis Duquesne, Sieur de Menneville, Founder of the City of Pittsburgh.
- F1030 D94

The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region 1650-1815.
- E99 A35 W48 1991

The Mississippi Basin: The Struggle in America Between England and France, 1697-1763, with Full Cartographical Illustrations from Contemporary Sources.
- F352 W77

The Monongahela of Old: Or, historical sketches of South Western Pennsylvania to the year 1800.
- By James Veech. Pittsburgh, 1858-92. Includes a sketch of Braddock’s campaign.
- F156.9 M58 V41

The Most Extraordinary Adventures of Major Robert Stobo.
- E199 S86 A33

- PZ3 E24

The Northern Colonial Frontier, 1607-1763.
- F106 L43

The Official Records of Robert Dinwiddie, Lieutenant Governor of the Colony of Virginia, 1751-1758.
- 2 Volumes. Printed from the manuscript in the Collections of the Virginia Historical Society, with an introduction and notes by R. A. Brock. Richmond, Va.: The Society, 1883-84.
- F221 V81 D58

The Ohio Forks.
British, French, and Indian War Bibliography
Detre Library & Archives, Heinz History Center

- E199 P295

**The Ohio River: A Course of Empire.**
- F516 H912

**The Ohio Valley in Colonial Days.**
- By Berthold Fernow. Albany, N. Y.: J. Munsell’s Sons, 1890.
- F517 F36

**The Old Forbes Road.**
- E199 F6 R5 1995

**The Old Glade (Forbes’s) Road (Pennsylvania State Road).**
- HE203 H91

**The Old Regime in Canada.**
- F1030 P240

**The Old Trader’s Path.**
- E98 T7 B789

**The Old West: The Frontiersmen.**
- qF591 T582 F935

**The Ordeal of the Longhouse: The Peoples of the Iroquois League in the Era of European Colonization.**
- E99 I7 R53 1992

**The Orderly Book of Colonel Henry Bouquet’s Expedition Against the Ohio Indians, 1764.**
- E83.76 G786

**The Papers of Col. Henry Bouquet.**
- qE199 B765 U58

**The Papers of Sir William Johnson.**
- E195 J71

**The Parkman Reader: The Works of Francis Parkman.**

36

**F1030 P24 P249**

**The Paxton Riots and the Frontier Theory.**
- **F152 J17**

**The Pennsylvania-German in the French and Indian War.**
- **E199 R51**

**The Place of Washington in the History of Western Pennsylvania.**
- **E312.23 D5**

**The Planting of Civilization in Western Pennsylvania.**
- By Solon J. Buck and Elizabeth Hawthorn Buck. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1939. Illustrated from the drawings of Clarence McWilliams and from photographs, contemporary pictures, and maps. Includes chapters on French/English/Indian conflicts.
- **F149 B922**

**The Reconstruction of Fort Ligonier: The Anatomy of a Frontier Fort.**
- **qNA108 L726 S863**

**The Royal Americans, Also called the King’s Royal Rifle Corps.**
- **UA652 K55 H161**

**The Seats of the Mighty. Being the Memoirs of Captain Robert Moray, some Time an Officer in the Virginia Regiment and Afterwards of Amherst’s Regiment.**
- **PR5122 S441 1897**

**The Service of British Regiments in Canada and North America: A Resume with a Chronological List of Uniforms Portrayed in Sources Consulted.**
- **qUA649 S849**

**The Seven Years’ War.**
- **D297 M37 2001b**

**The Seven Years War: A Narrative Taken from Montcalm and Wolfe, The Conspiracy of Pontiac, and A Half-Century of Conflict by Francis Parkman.**
- **dE199 P24**

**The Siege of Beausejour in 1755: A Journal of the Attack on Beausejour (afterward Fort Cumberland, Nova Scotia).**
- Written by Jacau de Fiedmont, artillery officer and acting engineer at the fort. Translated by Alice Webster. Edited by Dr. J. C. Webster. Saint John, N. B., 1936.
- **F1038 F452**
- dE83.76 Q1

The Site of Fort Crevecoeur: A French Colonial Fort.
- Danville, Ill: Printed by authority of the State of Illinois, 1925.
- qF544 I29 S623

The Sixty Years War for the Great Lakes, 1754-1814.
- F551 S53 2001

The Soldiery of West Virginia in the French and Indian War; Lord Dunmore’s War; etc.
- F241 L67 S684

The Story of Fort Ligonier.
- By Charles M. Stotz. Ligonier, Pa.: Fort Ligonier Memorial Foundation, October 1954.
- E199 L726 S889

The Story of Grant’s Hill and its Relation to the Struggle Between the British and French for the Possession of a Continent.
- F159.4 P69 P699

The Story of Jumonville, Under Four Flags.
- F157 F29 J94 F61
- F157 F29 J94 F61 1946

The Struggle for a Continent.
- F1030 P24

The Unwritten History of Braddock’s Field (Pennsylvania).
- Prepared by the History Committee under the editorship of George H. Lamb for the celebration of the golden jubilee of Braddock. Introduction discusses the Battle of the Monongahela. Pittsburgh, Nicholson Printing Co., 1917.
- qF157 A49 B791

The Venango Trail.
- qF157 V45 S846

The Virginia Soldiers’ Claim to Western Lands Adjacent to Fort Pitt: Memorial of Colonel George Mercer, First Virginia Regiment to the King, 1763, asking that Two Hundred Thousand Acres at the Ohio River be Granted Them.
- fUB334 V817 1966

The Voice of the Old Frontier.
• E1249 F9 V12

The Walking Purchase Hoax of 1737.
• F152 T468

The Wars of the Iroquois: A Study in Intertribal Trade Relations.
• By George T. Hunt. Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, c 1940.
• E99 I7 H941

The White and the Gold: The French Regime in Canada.
• F1030 C837

• By James McHenry. Pittsburgh: M. P. Morse; Allegheny: J. B. Kennedy, 1848. Same Title. Pittsburgh: J. R. Weldin, 1876.
• Case F148.5 M149 W673
• dF148.5 M149 W673 1876

The Wilderness Trail: Or, the ventures and adventures of the Pennsylvania traders on the Allegheny Path; with some new annals of the Old West, and the records of some strong men and some bad ones.
• F152 H24 1995
• F152 H24

The Writings of George Washington from the Original Manuscript Sources, 1745-1799.
• E312.7-1931-1944

They Served With Honor: An Alphabetical Roster of Deceased Veterans Buried in Beaver County, Pa. from the French and Indian War to Viet Nam.
• qF157 B2 H425

Thomas Hutchins.
• Journal and Report of his transactions with several Indian nations, commencing April the 4th and ending the 24th of September 1762. With a covering letter to George Croghan, Deputy Agent for Indian Affairs. The Report deals primarily with requests to return prisoners and deserters and to assure peace with the Indians.
• MFF 985

Through a Glass Darkly: Reflections on Personal Identity in Early America.
• E189 T43 1997

Travels in New France.
• F1030 V97 1941

2 Forgotten Men of the Pennsylvania Frontier.
  E199 S866

• By A. A. Lambing. Pittsburgh, Press of St. Joseph’s’s Protectory, c 1908.
  E199 L21t

Victory at Kittanning.
  E199 H945 V642

Virginia and the French and Indian War.
• By Hayes Baker-Crothers. Chicago, Ill.: The University of Chicago Press, 1928.
  F229 B16

Virginia Colonial Soldiers.
  F229 B665 V817

Virginia County Records, Volume 2: Virginia Colonial Militia, 1651-1776.
  F225 C954 V817 1982

War for Empire in Western Pennsylvania.
• Edited by Martin West. Fort Ligonier Association, 1993.
  E199 W28 1993

War Under Heaven: Pontiac, the Indian Nations, & the British Empire.
  E83.76 D69 2002

Warpaths: Invasions of North America.
  E82 S74 1994

Washington and “the Murder of Jumonville.”
  E312.23 L476

Washington in Pennsylvania.
  qE312.23 P412

Washington’s Expedition (1753-1754) and Braddock’s Expedition (1755). With History of Tom Fausett, the Slayer of General Edward Braddock.
• By James Hadden. Uniontown, Pa.: J. Hadden, 1910.
  dE199 H12 1910
  dE199 H126

Washington’s First Campaign, Death of Jumonville, and the Taking of Fort Necessity; Also Braddock’s Defeat.
• With map. Arranged by Neville B. Craig. Pittsburgh: Printed by Wright & Charlton, 1848.
• E199 C886

Washington’s Road (Nemacolin’s Path), the First Chapter of the Old French War.
• By Archer Butler Hulbert. Cleveland, Oh.: The A. H. Clark Company, 1903.
• HE203 H91 v.3

Weis, Edris.
• Folder 1 includes a brochure of the Pittsburgh Convention and Visitors Bureau, Inc., c.1975, titled “The French and Indian Trail: A bicentennial holiday.”
• Acc.# 1996.0317

Westmoreland County-Jeannette-Forts-Bushy Run Battlefield.
• Drawings and photographs (November 1957) of the battlefield.
• GPC Box 26 Fold. 8

Westmoreland County-Ligonier-Fort Ligonier.
• Several photographs of the reconstructed fort.
• GPC Box 26 Fold. 17

White into Red: A Study of the Assimilation of White Persons Captured by Indians.
• E85 H435

Whitehall and the Wilderness: The Middle West in British Colonial Policy, 1760-1775.
• F483 S715

Wilderness Chronicles of Northwestern Pennsylvania.
• Prepared by Pennsylvania Historical Survey (Frontier Forts and Trails Survey), Division of Community Service Programs, Work Projects Administration. Edited by Sylvester K. Stevens and Donald H. Kent. Harrisburg: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Dept. of Public Instruction, Pennsylvania Historical Commission, 1941.
• F152 F935

Wilderness Empire: A Narrative.
• E195 E19

With Rifle and Plow.
• F152 W951

Wolfe at Quebec: The Man who Won the French and Indian War.
• By Christopher Hibbert. New York: Cooper Square Press, 1924.
• E199 H54 1999

Wolfe: The Career of General James Wolfe from Culloden to Quebec.
• DA67.1 W8 R44 2000

Writings of General John Forbes Relating to His Service in North America.
• Compiled and edited by Alfred Proctor James. Menasha, Wis.: Collegiate Press, 1938
• E199-F69-W956
2. FORTS/FORTIFICATIONS

A Treatise of Fortifications.
- qUG400 M958 1968

American Forts-Architectural Form and Function.
- By Willard B. Robinson. Includes chapters on colonial fortifications. Urbana: Published for the Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, Fort Worth, by the University of Illinois Press, c 1977.
- fUG410 R666

- UG403 P727

- F152 H947 F522

Forts in America.
- qUG410 P484

Quaint and Historic Forts of North America.
- E159 H22

- F152 P412
- F152 P412 1916

Fort Ligonier

- F152 G86

Bulletin of the Association for Preservation Technology.
- qF157 W59 L726 1974

Every Name Index, Fort Ligonier and its Times.
- F149 S61 S6 1982

Fort Ligonier: Additional Light from Unpublished Documents.
- E199 J27 F736

Fort Ligonier and Its Times.
British, French, and Indian War Bibliography
Detre Library & Archives, Heinz History Center

- F149 S61

Fort Ligonier: Outpost of the French and Indian War, 1758-1766. A Brief Account of the Fort Project.
- qNA108 L726 S863

Gateway to the West: Fort Ligonier in Pennsylvania to Read and Color.
- fE199 R234

Keeping History Alive in Ligonier.
- Ligonier, Pa.: Fort Ligonier Capital Campaign, n. d.
- qF157 W59 L726 K26

The Reconstruction of Fort Ligonier: The Anatomy of a Frontier Fort.
- qNA108 L726 S863

The Story of Fort Ligonier.
- By Charles M. Stotz. Ligonier, Pa.: Fort Ligonier Memorial Foundation, October 1954.
- E199 L726 S889

Fort Loudon

Fort Loudon Monument Dedicatory Services, October 20, 1915.
- F157 F89 F74

Fort Loudon on the Frontier, 1756-1766.
- E199 H389

Fort Loudon: The after years, 1760-1960.
- E199 F736 K29 1961

Historic Fort Loudon.
- E199 F736 1961

Louisbourg

Annual Register of Officers and Members of the Society of Colonial Wars.
- E186.3 A133

Fortress of Louisbourg National Historic Park.
- dF1030 L888 M163 1963

Louisbourg: A Special Issue.
- qF1030 L888 C212
Louisbourg: From its Foundation to its Fall, 1713-1758.
- qF1030 L888 M163 1957

Mackinac

Michilimackinac: Its History and Restoration.
- F572 M16 P481

The Forts of Mackinac.
- ffF572 M16 M158

Fort Necessity

A Charming Field For An Encounter: The Story of George Washington’s Fort Necessity.
- E199 A33

Fort Necessity and Historic Shrines of the Redstone Country.
- qE199 S69

- F157 F241 1932

- qE199 H299

- Uniontown, Pa.: Fort Necessity Bicentennial Assn., 1954(?).
- fE199 S829

Fort Niagara

Old Fort Niagara.
- E199 K29

Old Fort Niagara: An Illustrated History.
- E199 N577 R263

Old Fort Niagara: The Story of an Ancient Gateway to the West.
• E199 H91 1938
• E199 H91 1939
• E199 H91

Fort Pitt

• F152 P681 S971

Fort Duquesne and Fort Pitt: Early Names of Pittsburgh Streets.
• dF159.4 D23 1931
• F159.4 D23

Fort Pitt.
• M199 D13

Fort Pitt.
• From the Point Park Commission. Pittsburgh, January 15, 1942.
• fE199 P751

Fort Pitt, 1758-1772.
• dF159.4 H968 1977

Fort Pitt and its Times.
• E199 A27

Guns at the Forks.
• F159.4 O55

Historic Archaeology at Fort Pitt, 1953.
• F152 P681 S971h

List of Persons at Fort Pitt on April 14th, 1761.
• Philadelphia, 1882.
• qHA730 P69 A6

Pittsburgh from Fort to City.
• From the Board of Public Education, Pittsburgh, 1954.
• F159.3 P692

Point of Empire; Conflict at the Forks of the Ohio.
• F159 P69 S86
British, French, and Indian War Bibliography
Detre Library & Archives, Heinz History Center

Fort Ticonderoga

Fort Ticonderoga: A Short History Compiled from Contemporary Sources.
- F122 N532 P385 1951

Fort Ticonderoga in History.
- By Helen Ives Gilchrist. Ticonderoga?: Printed for the Fort Ticonderoga Museum.
- E199 G46

Fort Ticonderoga: Key to a continent.
- E199 H217 F736

Sketches of Fort Ticonderoga and Vicinity.
- By R. Emmett Owen. Troy, N. Y.: Printed for the Fort Ticonderoga Museum by Troy Times Art Press, 1923?
- E199 O97

Fort William Henry

Betrayals: Fort William Henry and the Massacre.
- E199 S82 1993

Massacre at Fort William Henry.
- E199 S786 2002

Miscellaneous

A Brief History of Bedford Village; Bedford, Pa.; and Old Fort Bedford.
- qF157 B25 B853 1961

Builders of the Fort at Hannastown, Westmoreland County, Pa.
- qF157 W59 H243 R164

Fort Burd: Redstone’s Historic Frontier Fort, an Historical Account.
- F157 F29 B88 S467

Fort Casimir: The Starting Point in the History of New Castle, in the State of Delaware, Its Location and History, 1651-1671.
- By Alexander B. Cooper. Wilmington, Del.: Historical Society of Delaware, 1905.
- F167 C776 F736

Fort McDowell Monument Dedicatory Services, October 5, 1916.
- F157 F86 C82

Fort Raleigh National Historic Site, North Carolina.
- F262 R4 P844 1952

  • E160 S884 N277

**Fort Wm. Henry, a History.**
  • E199 G458

**Forts on the Pennsylvania Frontier, 1753-1758.**
  • F152 H947

**Historical Map of Pennsylvania.**
  • Case qF150 P41

**Kaskaskia Under the French Regime.**
  • qF549 K3 B453 1948

**Our French Forts: Fort Presque Isle, Fort LeBoeuf, Fort Machault and Guyasutha.**
  • E199 R323

**The Building of Fort Lawrence in Chignecto: A Journal Recently Found in the Gates Collection, New York Historical Society.**
• Edited with introduction and notes by Dr. John Clarence Webster, C. N. G. Saint John, N. B.: Publications of the New Brunswick Museum, 1941.
  • qF1039 C5 W381

**The Evolution of the Halifax Fortress, 1749-1928.**
  • qUG415 H3 P615

**The Frontier Forts of Franklin, Pennsylvania: Machault, Venango and Franklin.**
  • F152 R855

**The Site of Fort Crevecoeur: A French Colonial Fort.**
• Danville, Ill: Printed by authority of the State of Illinois, 1925.
  • qF544 I29 S623
3. BIOGRAPHY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Edward Braddock

Address of Hon. Philander Chase Knox at the Dedication of the Monument to the Memory of Major General Edward Braddock. In Braddock Memorial Park, Fayette County, Pennsylvania, October 15th, 1913.
  • No printer, c1913
  • E199-K74

Ill-Starred General: Braddock of the Coldstream Guards.
  • E199-M123 or E199-M123-1986

The Hero of the Monongahela. Historical sketch by Monongahela de Beaujeu. Translated from the French by Rev. G. E. Hawes. Published for the Dedication of the Monument Erected to the Memory of Major General Edward Braddock, the Fifteenth of October, 1913.
  • E199-B37a

Daniel Boone

Boone’s Wilderness Road.
  • By Archer Butler Hulbert. Cleveland, Oh.: The A. H. Clark Company, 1903.
  • HE203-H91-v. 6

Daniel Boone in Pennsylvania.
  • F454-B72-W93

Kentucky and the Adventures of Colonel Daniel Boone.
  • F454-F489

Life of Daniel Boone.
  • E176-S73-2d Ser.- v. 13

Life of Daniel Boone: The great western hunter and pioneer, comprising an account of his early history, his daring and remarkable career and the first settler of Kentucky. To which is added his autobiography, complete as dictated by himself.
  • F454-B72-H33

The Boone Family: A Genealogical History of the Descendants of George and Mary Boone who Came to America in 1717. Containing a Biographical Sketch of Daniel Boone, the Pioneer, by One of his Descendants.
  • Compiled by Hazel Atterbury Spraker. Rutland, Vt.: The Tuttle Company, 1922.
  • qCS71-B724

George Croghan

George Croghan and the Westward Movement, 1741-1782.
• F152-V92

George Croghan of Pennsylvania.
• F152-C937-C933

George Croghan, Wilderness Diplomat.
• By Nicholas B. Wainwright. Chapel Hill: Published for the Institute of Early American History and Culture, at Williamsburg, by the University of North Carolina Press, 1959.
• F483-C941-W142

Christopher Gist

Christopher Gist: A colonial frontiersman, explorer and Indian agent.
• F229-G531-B154

Christopher Gist and His Sons.
• F517-G53-O75

Christopher Gist, Frontier Scout.
• F517-G54-P69-1992

Sir William Johnson

• E195-J71-P87

Sir William Johnson.
• dE195-J71-B92

Sir William Johnson and Pennsylvania.
• E75-P4-H219

Sir William Johnson and the Indians of New York.
• E78-N7-H21

James Smith

An Account of the Remarkable Occurrences in the Life and Travels of Colonel James Smith.
• Cincinnati, Oh.: The Robert L. Clarke Co., 1907.
• E87-S721-D221-1907

James Smith: Early Cumberland Valley Patriot.
• E195-S751-N994
George Washington

All Cloudless Glory: The Life of George Washington Volumes I & II.
- E312-C56 1995

For King and Country: George Washington-The Early Years.
- E312.2-L48 1995

George Washington.
- E312-H89

George Washington and the Virginia Backcountry.
- E312.2 G7 1998

George Washington in the Ohio Valley.
- E312-C62

- E312.2-F61

- fE312.17-R37 1999

George Washington, the Virginia Period, 1732-1775.
- E312.2-K72

Pictorial Life of George Washington: Embracing a Complete History of the Seven Years’ War, the Revolutionary War, the Formation of the Federal Constitution, and the Administration of Washington.
- E312-F93

The Place of Washington in the History of Western Pennsylvania.
- E312.23-D5

Washington in Pennsylvania.
- qE312.23-P412

Conrad Weiser

Conrad Weiser, 1696-1760: Friend of Colonist and Mohawk.
• F152-W193

Conrad Weiser and the Indian Policy of Colonial Pennsylvania.
• E78-P41-W239

Lecture on the Life and Times of Conrad Weiser, the First Representative Man of Berks County.
• By Morton L. Montgomery. Reading Pa.: Chas. F. Haage, Printer, 1893.
• F152-W42-M28

• Compiled and edited by Rev. Wm. M. Beauchamp. Syracuse, N. Y.: Onondaga Historical Association, 1925.
• F152-W42-B37

Indians

Indian Biography. Includes Biographies of Important Indians and Accounts of Events in Early Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia, Primarily pre-Revolution.
• dE89-T36

Indian Chiefs of Pennsylvania.
• E78 P41 S61

King of the Delawares: Teedyuscung, 1700-1763.
• E99-D2-W187

Miscellaneous

Colonel Joseph Belt: Born in Anne Arundel County, Maryland, 1680, Died in Prince George’s County, Maryland, 1761.
• By Caleb Clarke Magruder, Jr. A paper read before the Society of Colonial Wars. Annapolis: Advertiser-Republican Print, 1909.
• F184-M21

Colonel William Crawford: Indian Trader, Pioneer and Soldier on the Frontier.
• E238-S698

Daniel Hyacinth Mary Lienard de Beaujeu: Commandant of Fort DuQuesne and of the French forces in the Battle of July 9, 1755.
• By John Gilmary Shea. Reprinted from the Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, Volume 8, March, 1884.
• qE199-B37-S53

Field Marshall Lord Ligonier: A Story of the British Army, 1702-1770.
• DA67.1-L72-W62

General Benjamin Franklin: The Military Career of a Philosopher.
• E302.6-F8-N788-G326

**Henry Bouquet: Professional Soldier.**
- E83.76-B816

**James Burd, Frontier Defender, 1726-1793.**
- F152-B96-N736

**John Armstrong: First Citizen of Carlisle.**
- F152-A736-F644

**Le Marquis de Montcalm (1712-1759).**
- E199-M771-C462

**Lord Jeffrey Amherst: A Soldier of the King.**
- DA67.1-A51-L84

**Lord Loudon in North America.**
- E199-P22

**Robert Dinwiddie: His career in American Colonial Government and Westward Expansion.**
- F229.1-D587-K72

**The Marquis Duquesne, Sieur de Menneville, Founder of the City of Pittsburgh.**
- F1030-D94

**The Most Extraordinary Adventures of Major Robert Stobo.**
- E199-S86-A33

**The Story of Jumonville, Under Four Flags.**

**2 Forgotten Men of the Pennsylvania Frontier.**
- E199-S866

**Wolfe at Quebec: The Man who Won the French and Indian War.**
- By Christopher Hibbert. New York: Cooper Square Press, 1924.
- E199 H54 1999

**Wolfe: The Career of General James Wolfe from Culloden to Quebec.**
• DA67.1 W8 R44 2000
4. DIARIES/PERSONAL NARRATIVES/LETTERS

Adventures in the Wilderness: The American Journals of Louis Antoine de Bougainville, 1756-1760.
- E199-B75

Braddock Road Chronicles, 1755.
- E199-W235 1999

Braddock’s Defeat: The Journal of Captain Robert Cholmley’s Batman, the Journal of a British Officer and Halkett’s Orderly Book.
- E199-H217

Christopher Gist’s Journals, with Historical, Geographical, and Ethnological Notes, and Biographies of His Contemporaries.
- F517-G53-1966, F517-G53-1893

Col. Henry Bouquet, Orderly Book, 1764.
- E83.76-G786

Contrecoeur’s Copy of George Washington’s Journal for 1754.
- E199-K33

Correspondence of Governor Horatio Sharpe, 1753-1771.
- 4 Volumes. Published by authority of the State, under the direction of the Maryland Historical Society. Baltimore: Maryland Historical Society, 1888-1911.
- qF184-M393

Correspondence of William Pitt, When Secretary of State, with Colonial Governors and Military and Naval Commissioners in America.
- E199-P688

Correspondence of William Shirley, Governor of Massachusetts and Military Commander in America, 1731-1760.
- E195-S55

Fort Pitt and Letters from the Frontier.
- Compiled by Mary Carson Darlington. Includes letters from Generals Grant, Forbes and Bouquet, Captain Ecuyer and other officers associated with Fort Pitt. Pittsburgh: J. R. Weldin & Co., 1892.
- qF159.4-D22-1892-1, qF159.4-D22

• E199-C941

George Croghan’s Journal of His Trip to Detroit in 1767, with His Correspondence Relating Thereto.
• F483-C941

George Washington and the West.
• E312.2-A49

George Washington in the Ohio Valley.
• E312-C62

Henry Bouquet, Papers, 1755-1761.
• E199-B765

History of Northampton, Lehigh, Monroe, Carbon, and Schuylkill Counties.
• Compiled from various authentic sources by I. Daniel Rupp. The appendix includes journals of 4 officers during the French and Indian War. Harrisburg: Hickok & Cantine, Printers, 1845.
• F157-N7-R94

Journal of Chaussegros de Lery.
• Prepared by Frontier Forts and Trails Survey, Federal Works Agency, Works Progress Administration. Edited by Sylvester K. Stevens and Donald H. Kent. From the diary of de Lery, a lieutenant of French troops, of his expedition in 1754-5 to Detroit and from Detroit to the Ohio River. Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Historical Commission, 1940.
• qF482-C49

Journal of Colonel George Washington: Across the Allegheny Mountains in 1754, to Build Forts at the Head of the Ohio.
• E312.8-1754

Journal of Robert Rogers, the Ranger, on His Expedition for Receiving the Capitulation of Western French Posts (October 20, 1760 to February 14, 1761).
• E199-R724

• qF1038-W381, Case-qE312.8-1753a

Letters and Papers Relating Chiefly to the Provincial History of Pennsylvania With Some Notices of the Writers.
• Edited by Thomas Balch. Includes letters from the Shippen family and others during the French and Indian War. Philadelphia: Crissy & Markley, Printers, 1855.
• Case-F152-B174

Letters of General John Forbes Relating to the Expedition Against Fort Duquesne in 1758.
• Compiled from books in the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh for the Allegheny County Committee, Pennsylvania Society of the Colonial Dames of America, by Irene Stewart. Also a list of references on the expedition. Pittsburgh: Allegheny County, 1927.
• E199-F69

Letters to Washington and Accompanying Papers, 5 Volumes, 1752-1775.
• E312.2-H22

• Relations with the Cherokee Indians in the Southern colonies during the French and Indian War. Marietta, Ga.: Continental Book Company, 1948.
• E99-C5-T583

Louisbourg Journals, 1745.
• Edited by Louis Effingham de Forest. Compiled for and published by the Society of Colonial Wars in the State of New York, through its Committee on Historical Documents. New York, 1932.
• E198-D315

Major General Edward Braddock’s Orderly Books, from February 26 to June 17, 1755.
• From the originals, in the Congressional Library.
• E199-B789-L912

Massacre at Mackinac: Alexander Henry’s Travels and Adventures in Canada and the Indian Territories Between the Years 1760 and 1764.
• F1060.7-A727

Memoirs of Major Robert Stobo, of the Virginia Regiment.
• Pittsburgh: Davidson, 1854.
• Case-F159.4-C88

• E199-H395

Selected Manuscripts of General John S. Clark, Relating to the Aboriginal History of the Susquehanna.
• Edited by Louise Welles Murray. Athens, Pa., 1931.
• qF146-S67-v. 1

The Correspondence of General Thomas Gage.
• E187-G13

The Diary of Jabez Fitch, Jr.
• Recounts his activities as a sergeant in the Connecticut militia at Fort Edward from May 20, 1757 to April 24, 1758. Introduction by Richard A. Mason. Rogers Island Historical Association, 1966.
• E199-F54
The Journal of Major George Washington: Sent by Hon. Robert Dinwiddie, Esq., His Majesty’s Lieutenant-Governor, and Commander-in-Chief of Virginia, to the commandant of the French forces on the Ohio, to which are added the Governor’s letter, and a translation of the French officer’s answer.

- dE312.8-1753, E312.8-1753

The Journals and Papers of Seth Pomeroy, Sometime General in the Colonial Service.

- Published by the Society of Colonial Wars in the State of New York, and, at the request of its Committee on Historical Documents. Edited by Louis Effingham de Forest. New York, 1926.
- E186.3-N532-No. 38

The Official Records of Robert Dinwiddie, Lieutenant Governor of the Colony of Virginia, 1751-1758.

- 2 Volumes. Printed from the manuscript in the Collections of the Virginia Historical Society, with an introduction and notes by R. A. Brock. Richmond, Va.: The Society, 1883-84.
- F221-V81-D58

The Papers of Col. Henry Bouquet.

- qE199-B765-U58

The Papers of Sir William Johnson.

- E195-J71

The Writings of George Washington from the Original Manuscript Sources, 1745-1799.

- E312.7-1931-1944

Writings of General John Forbes Relating to His Service in North America.

- E199-F69-W956
5. SOLDIERS/ARMS/ARMAMENTS/UNIFORMS

Soldiers

A Brief History of the King’s Royal Rifle Corps.
- UA652-K5-H9

Colonial Soldiers of the South, 1732-1774.
- F212-C594

Highlanders in America.
- By J. P. MacLean. Cleveland: The Helman-Taylor Company; Glasgow: John Mackey, 1900.
- E184-S3-M163

Members of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company in the Colonial Period, 1638-1774.

Military Exercises: 1730.
- fU101-W848

Official History of the Militia and the National Guard of the State of Pennsylvania.
- fUA420-C61

Pennsylvania Soldiers in the Provincial Service, 1746-1759.
- qF146-P412-B812

Redcoats: The British Soldier and the War for the Americas 1755-1763.
- E199.B89 2002

Roll of New Hampshire Men at Louisburg, Cape Breton, 1745.
- E198-N54

The Black Watch at Ticonderoga and Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe.
- By Frederick B. Richards. Glen Falls, N. Y.: Printed for Fort Ticonderoga Museum Library, 1912?
- E199-R515

The French Army in America and the Musketry Drill of 1755.
- E199-H217-F87

The Royal Americans, Also called the King’s Royal Rifle Corps.
- UA652-K55-H161

The Service of British Regiments in Canada and North America: A Resume with a Chronological List of Uniforms Portrayed in Sources Consulted.
• qUA649-S849

The Soldiery of West Virginia in the French and Indian War; Lord Dunmore’s War; etc.
• F241-L67-S684

The Virginia Soldiers’ Claim to Western Lands Adjacent to Fort Pitt: Memorial of Colonel George Mercer, First Virginia Regiment to the King, 1763, asking that Two Hundred Thousand Acres at the Ohio River be Granted Them.
• fUB334-V817-1966

They Served With Honor: An Alphabetical Roster of Deceased Veterans Buried in Beaver County, Pa. from the French and Indian War to Viet Nam.
• qF157-B2-H425

Virginia Colonial Soldiers.
• F229-B665-V817

Virginia County Records, Volume 2: Virginia Colonial Militia, 1651-1776.
• F225-C954-V817-1982

Arms/Armaments

• fNK6020-D893

American Firearms Makers: When, Where, and What They Made from the Colonial Period to the End of the Nineteenth Century.
• TS535-C273

American Socket Bayonets, 1717-1873.
• qUD400-W3782

An Introduction to British Artillery in North America.
• qUF15-G652

Arms and Armor in Colonial America, 1526-1783.
• By Harold L. Peterson. Harrisburg, Pa.: Stackpole Co., 1956.
• ƒU818-P485

Arms Makers of Colonial America.
• fTS533.2-W48-1991
Arms Makers of Pennsylvania.
- fTS533.3-P4-W576-1990

Arrows and Arrow-Makers.
- E98-I5-M398

Gunsmiths of Adams, Franklin and Cumberland Counties, Pennsylvania.
- qTS535-W576-A211

The Bedford County Gunsmiths and Gunmakers.

The Gunmakers and Gunsmiths of Western Pennsylvania.

The Longrifles of Western Pennsylvania: Allegheny and Westmoreland Counties.
- TS533.3-P4-R67-1993 long

Uniforms

18th Century Military Uniforms in Pittsburgh.
- Eleven color plates. Pittsburgh, 1958
- fUC483-E34

Military Uniforms in America: The Era of the American Revolution, 1755-1795.
- fUC483-E51
6. INDIAN CAPTIVITIES

A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Mary Jemison.
- E87-J49-1929

Captured by Indians: The Life of Mary Jemison.
- E99-S3-J45725-1995

Colonial Captivities, Marches and Journeys.
- E187-C146

Narratives of Captivity Among the Indians of North America.
- A list of books and manuscripts on this subject in the Edward E. Ayer Collection of the Newberry Library. Chicago, Ill.: The Newberry Library, 1912.
- Z1209-N534

The Voice of the Old Frontier.
- E1249-F9-V12

White into Red: A Study of the Assimilation of White Persons Captured by Indians.
- E85-H435
7. INDIAN HISTORY AND CULTURE

General

- F517-M14 1992

An Abridgement of the Indian Affairs Contained in Four-Folio Volumes, Transacted in the Colony of New York, from the Year 1678 to the Year 1751.
- E78-N7-N56

Facing East From Indian Country: A Native History of Early America.
- E98 F39 R53 2001

Mirror of Olden Time Border Life.
- E85-P96

Otzinachson: Or, a history of the West Branch valley of the Susquehanna. By J. F. Meginness. Includes full accounts of the Indian wars, predatory incursions, abductions and massacres.
- qF156.9-S8-M49, F156.9-S8-M49

Peace and War on the Anglo Cherokee Frontier, 1756-1763.
- E83.759 .045 2001

The Ambiguous Iroquois Empire: The Covenant Chain Confederation of Indian Tribes with English Colonies from its Beginnings to the Lancaster Treaty of 1744.
- E93.J44 1984a

The Death and Rebirth of the Seneca.
- E99-S3-W3-1972

The History of the Five Indian Nations of Canada: Which are Dependent on the Province of New York, and are a Barrier Between the English and the French in That Part of the World.
- dE99-17-C68

The Indian Tribes of the Upper Mississippi Valley and Region of the Great Lakes.
- E78-N8-B635

The Indians’ New World: Catawbas and Their Neighbors from European Contact through the Era of Removal.
- E99 C24 I53 1991
The Iroquois Restoration: Iroquois Diplomacy on the Colonial Frontier 1701-1754.
- E99-I7-A68 1983

The Lenape: Archaeology, History, and Ethnography.
- E99-D2-K82-1986

The Livingston Indian Records, 1666-1723.
- E99-I7-L787

The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region 1650-1815.

- E99 I7 R53 1992

The Wars of the Iroquois: A Study in Intertribal Trade Relations.
- E99-I7-H941

Warpaths: Invasions of North America.
- E82 S74 1994

Miscellaneous

Between Two Worlds: Teaching About Native Americans’ Struggle for Independence in Western Pennsylvania, 1700-1820.
- fE78-P4-B4-1992

Lancaster County Indians: Annals of the Susquehannocks and Other Indian Tribes of the Susquehanna Territory From About the Year 1500 to 1763, the Date of Their Extinction.
- By H. Frank Eshleman. Lancaster, Pa., c 1909, 1908.
- E78-P41-E75

- F150-C49

The Expedition of Baron de Longueuil. A Preliminary Report Commemorating the 200th Anniversary. Deals with the War with the Chickasaw Indians, 1739-1740.
- qE83.739-F9

The Walking Purchase Hoax of 1737.
- F152-T468
8. FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR HISTORIES

General

A Compleat History of the Late War: Or Annual Register of Its Rise, Progress, and Events in Europe, Asia, Africa and America.
  • Includes a narrative of the French and Indian War in America. Dublin: Printed by John Exshaw, M.DCC.LXIII.
  • Case-D297-C736

A Few Acres of Snow: The Saga of the French and Indian Wars.
  • E195-L43 1999

Battle for a Continent.
  • E199-B618

Breaking the Backcountry: The Seven Years’ War in Virginia and Pennsylvania, 1754-1765.
  • E199 W236 2003

Crucible of War: The Seven Years’ War and the Fate of Empire in British North America.
  • E199-A59 2000

Empire of Fortune: Crowns, Colonies and Tribes in the Seven Years War in America.
  • E199-J54-E55

France in America: 1497-1763.
  • E178-A512

New France: The Last Phase, 1744-1760.
  • F1030-S78

The Fall of New France, 1755-1760.
  • E199-H32

The Fight for Canada: A Sketch from the History of the Great Imperial War.
  • E199-W881

The Fight with France for North America.
  • E199-B81

The French and Indian War: An Album.
  • A pictorial history of the War. Providence, R. I., 1960.
  • fE199-J65

The French and Indian War: An Informal History.
  • E199-C532
The French and Indian War in Pennsylvania, 1753-1763: Fortification and Struggle During the War for Empire.
  - E178-A512

The French in the Allegheny Valley.
  - By T. J. Chapman. Cleveland, Oh.: W. W. Williams, 1887.
  - F157-A5-C466

The Ohio Forks.
  - E199-P295

The Ohio Valley in Colonial Days.
  - By Berthold Fernow. Albany, N. Y.: J. Munsell’s Sons, 1890.
  - F517-F36

The Seven Years War.
  - D297.M37 2001b

The Seven Years War: A Narrative Taken from Montcalm and Wolfe, The Conspiracy of Pontiac, and A Half-Century of Conflict by Francis Parkman.
  - dE199-P24

Travels in New France.
  - F1030-V97-1941

Wilderness Empire: A Narrative.
  - E195-E19

The French Invasion

Fort de la Presqu’ile and the French Penetration into the Upper Ohio Country, 1753-1759.
  - E199-S365

George Washington’s Route from Venango to Fort LeBoeuf, 1753.
  - E312.23-W193

The Epoch of the Belle Riviere.
  - E199-F858

The French in the Allegheny Valley.
  - By T. J. Chapman. Cleveland, Oh.: W. W. Williams, 1887.
  - Case-F157-A5-C466
The French in Western Pennsylvania.
- By Mason Wade, 1958.
- E199-W12

The French Invasion of Western Pennsylvania, 1753.
- F152-K37

- E199-L21t

Fort Necessity

- E199-A33

A Young Colonel from Virginia and the Blow He Struck for American Independence in the Year 1754.
- E312.23-F73

Fort Necessity, Braddock’s Grave and Washington’s First Battlefield.
- F157-F241-1932

Fort Necessity National Battlefield Site, Pennsylvania.
- E199-T569, E199-T569-1956

George Washington and the West.
- E312.2-A49

George Washington at Fort Necessity.
- E199-C874


Historical Pageant: Uniting a Nation.
- By William B. Hindman. Dramatic vignettes of various incidents, including the Jumonville fight, Fort Necessity and Braddock’s defeat. N. P., c 1962.
- fPN3211-H662

- qE199-H299
The Jumonville Affair.
- E199-T866

The Great Meadows Campaign and the Climactic Battle of Fort Necessity: The Historical Background of “Uniting a Nation.”
- E199-H66

Washington and “the Murder of Jumonville.”
- E312.23-L476

Washington’s Expedition (1753-1754) and Braddock’s Expedition (1755). With History of Tom Fausett, the Slayer of General Edward Braddock.
- dE199-H12-1910, dE199-H126

Washington’s First Campaign, Death of Jumonville, and the Taking of Fort Necessity; Also Braddock’s Defeat.
- With map. Arranged by Neville B. Craig. Pittsburgh: Printed by Wright & Charlton, 1848.
- E199-C886

Washington’s Road (Nemacolin’s Path), the First Chapter of the Old French War.
- HE203-H91-v.3

Braddock’s Defeat

Blunder Camp: A Note on the Braddock Road.
- qHE204-B798-W193

Braddock at the Monongahela.
- E199-K83

Braddock’s Crossing Trail: An Essay on the General Braddock Expedition and Related Historical Events.
- E199-G264

Braddock’s Road.
- E199-L14

Braddock’s Road and Three Relative Papers.
- HE203-H91

General Braddock’s Expedition.
- dE199-R598

Official Program: 175th Commemoration of the Battle of Braddock, July 8th and 9th, 1930.
Souvenir Program: The Battle of the Monongahela; or Braddock’s defeat, July 9th, 1755.

The Battle of Braddock’s Field, July 9, 1755.

The Braddock Expedition and Fox’s Gap in Maryland.

The History of an Expedition Against Fort Duquesne, in 1755; under Major-General Edward Braddock.


The Monongahela of Old: Or, historical sketches of South Western Pennsylvania to the year 1800.
- By James Veech. Pittsburgh, 1858-92. Includes a sketch of Braddock’s campaign.

The Unwritten History of Braddock’s Field (Pennsylvania).
- Prepared by the History Committee under the editorship of George H. Lamb for the celebration of the golden jubilee of Braddock. Introduction discusses the Battle of the Monongahela. Pittsburgh, Nicholson Printing Co., 1917.

The Forbes Campaign

Colonel George Washington and a Forgotten Camp in Unity Township.

Drums in the Forest: Decision at the Forks.

First Indian Path and First Open Cut Road Through the Virgin Forest in Pioneer Days. Via Ligonier, Youngstown, Derry, Latrobe, Greensburg and Hannastown.

Grant’s Hill: Center of the Pittsburgh Drama.
- Pittsburgh: Union Savings Bank, 1939.

List of References on the Expedition of General Forbes Against Fort Duquesne.
• Pittsburgh: Carnegie Library, 1908.
• Z1249-F8-P6

**Oration Delivered at the Centennial Celebration of the Evacuation of Fort Duquesne.**

• By Hon. A. W. Loomis, Pittsburgh, November 25, 1858. Pittsburgh: Printed by W. S. Haven, 1859.
• E199-L86

**The Capture of Fort Duquesne: An Historical Discourse Before the Society of Colonial Wars in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Delivered in Christ Church, Philadelphia, on the One Hundred and Fortieth Anniversary of the Capture of the Fort, Sunday, November Twenty-Seventh, 1898, Upon the Occasion of the Unveiling of a Memorial Tablet of Brigadier-General John Forbes, Commander of His Majesty’s Troops in the Southern Provinces of North America.**

• By the Right Reverend Cortland Whitehead. Philadelphia: G. H. Buchanan and Company, 1898(?).
• E199-W59

**The Forbes Road.**

• E199-F6-B6-1965

**The Old Forbes Road.**

• E199-F6-R5-1995

**The Old Glade (Forbes’s) Road (Pennsylvania State Road).**

• By Archer Butler Hulbert. Cleveland, Oh.: The A. H. Clark Company, 1903.
• HE203-H91

**The Story of Grant’s Hill and its Relation to the Struggle Between the British and French for the Possession of a Continent.**

• F159.4-P69-P699

**Capture of Quebec**

**Benjamin West’s “The Death of Wolfe.”**

• DA67-W8-M624

**Montcalm and Wolfe.**

• dE199-P24-M771-1962

**Miscellaneous**

**An Account of Conferences Held and Treaties Made: Between Major-General Sir William Johnson, Bart., and the Chief Sachems and Warriors of the Indian Nations in North America at Fort Johnson, in the Colony of New York, in the years 1755 and 1756.**

• E199-A17

**Dash to Frontenac: An Account of Lt. Col. John Bradstreet’s Expedition to and Capture of Fort Frontenac.**

• E199-B812-R147

**Diplomacy and Indian Gifts: Anglo-French rivalry along the Ohio and northwest frontiers, 1748-1763.**

• E195-J17
History of the Early Settlement of the Juniata Valley.
  F157-J7-J79 – Case

Massacre at Fort Bull: The de Lery Expedition Against Oneida Carry, 1756.
  E199-H144

Old Tom Fossit: A True Narrative Concerning a Thrilling Epoch of Early Colonial Days.
  E199-R61

Pittsburgh Saga; Braddock’s Defeat, Bouquet’s Victory, 1748-1764, and Sonnets and Lyrics.
  E199-P562

Provincial Negotiations with the Western Indians, 1754-58.
  E99-D2-H947

Sketch of Thos. Fausett: The Slayer of Major General Edward Braddock, who Fell in the Disastrous Defeat in the Battle of the Monongahela in the French and Indian War, July 9, 1755.
  E199-H126s

Souvenir Book of Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania, by the Book Committee, 160th Anniversary of the Penn’s Creek Massacre.
  qF157-S59-S46

The Black Watch at Ticonderoga and Major Duncan Campbell of Inverawe.
- By Frederick B. Richards. Glen Falls, N. Y.: Printed for Fort Ticonderoga Museum Library, c 1912(?).
  E199-R515

The French and Indian Trail: A Bicentennial Holiday.
- Pittsburgh, c 1975.
  F159.15-1975-P692- F873

The Pennsylvania-German in the French and Indian War.
  E199-R51

The Place of Washington in the History of Western Pennsylvania.
  E312.23-D5

- Written by Jacau de Fiedmont, artillery officer and acting engineer at the fort. Translated by Alice Webster. Edited by Dr. J. C. Webster. Saint John, N. B., 1936.
  F1038-F452

The Venango Trail.
• qF157-V45-S846

Victory at Kittanning.
• E199-H945-V642

Virginia and the French and Indian War.
• By Hayes Baker-Crothers. Chicago, Ill.: The University of Chicago Press, 1928.
• F229-B16
9. PONTIAC’S CONSPIRACY/LORD DUNMORE’S WAR

General

Notes, on the Settlement and Indian Wars, of the Western parts of Virginia and Pennsylvania from the Year 1763 until the Year 1783 Inclusive.
- F517-D641-1824, F517-D641-1876, F517-D641-1912, F517-D641-1960

Pontiac and the Indian Uprising.
- E83.76-P36

The Conspiracy of Pontiac and the Indian War After the Conquest of Canada.
- dE83.76-P24-1880, dE83.76-P24-1888

The Gladwin Manuscripts. With an Introduction and a Sketch of the Conspiracy of Pontiac.
- qE83.76-G54

War Under Heaven: Pontiac, the Indian Nations, & the British Empire.
- E83.76.D69 2002

Whitehall and the Wilderness: The Middle West in British Colonial Policy, 1760-1775.
- F483-S715

Bushy Run

Address Delivered at the Celebration of the One Hundred Fiftieth Anniversary of the Battle of Bushy Run.
- E199-T284-A222

Addresses Delivered at the Celebration of the One Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Battle of Bushy Run, August 5th and 6th, 1913.
- Westmoreland County Hist. Soc., 1913.
- E83.76-A22

Bouquet’s March to the Ohio: The Forbes Road. From the Original Manuscript in the William L. Clements Library.
- E83.76-G786-B765

Bouquet’s Redoubt.
- F146-H67-1899

Bushy Run Profile, 1763-1963. Commemorating the 200th Anniversary of the Battle of Bushy Run.
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- qE199-H496

**Colonel Henry Bouquet and His Campaigns of 1763 and 1764.**
- By Rev. Cyrus Cort. Lancaster, Pa.: Steinman & Hensel, 1883. **Same Title.**
- dE83.76-C82a, E83.76-C82a2

**Expedition of Colonel Bouquet to the Ohio Country, 1763 and 1764.**
- Z1249-F8-B76

**The Battle of Bushy Run.**
- E83.76-A545, E83.76-A545-1975

**The Battle of Bushy Run: The Most Decisive Victory in All History Gained by the White Man over the American Indian.**
- E83.76-B69

**The Bouquet Celebration on Bushy Run Battlefield, in Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania, August 6, 1883.**
- E83.76-C82b

**Bouquet's 1764 Expedition**

**An Historical Account of the Expedition Against the Ohio Indians in the Year MDCCLXIV. Under the Command of Henry Bouquet. Illustrated with a Map and Copper-Plates.**
- E83.76-S664-1765, E83.76-S664-1868, E83.76-S664-1907

**The Orderly Book of Colonel Henry Bouquet's Expedition Against the Ohio Indians, 1764.**
- E83.76-G786

**Siege of Detroit**

**The Siege of Detroit in 1763: The Journal of Pontiac's Conspiracy, and John Rutherford's Narrative of a Captivity.**
- dE83.76-Q1

**Miscellaneous**

**Memorial of Enoch Brown and Eleven Scholars, Who were Massacred in Antrim Township, Franklin County, Pennsylvania, by the Indians, during the Pontiac War, July 26, 1764.**
- dE83.76-C82b

**Pontiac: Chief of the Ottawas.**
• dE99-O9-M624

Pontiac Uprising, 1763-1764.
  • qE78.76-D483-1963

The Paxton Riots and the Frontier Theory.
  • F152-J17
10. FICTION

Captain Jack, the Scout: Or, the Indian Wars about Old Fort Duquesne, an Historical Novel.
  • F159.37-M15c or F159.37-M15c-1873

  • By Charles McKnight. Philadelphia: Coates, 1873.
  • F159.37-M15

Hannah’s Town.
  • PZ7-S649

The Seats of the Mighty. Being the Memoirs of Captain Robert Moray, some Time an Officer in the Virginia Regiment and Afterwards of Amherst’s Regiment.
  • PR5122-S441-1897

  • By James McHenry. Pittsburgh: M. P. Morse; Allegheny: J. B. Kennedy, 1848. Same Title. Pittsburgh: J. R. Weldin, 1876.
  • Case-F148.5-M149-W673, dF148.5-M149-W673-1876

With Rifle and Plow.
  • F152-W951
11. ARCHIVAL

Cataloged

Adam Saam, Discharge Paper, 24 September 1764.
  • Document records Saam’s discharge from the Royal American Regiment of Foot, stationed at Fort Pitt, signed by Henry Bouquet.
  • OSS-39

  • Starrett was an English professor at the University of Pittsburgh. The file includes correspondence, research notes, published materials and other items primarily relating to her research on the life of Capt. Robert Stobo, who was an officer under Washington at the Battle of Fort Necessity and was later a captain in the 15th Regiment of Foot.
  • MSS-91

  • Letter to McKee, Indian agent at Fort Pitt, from Henry Bouquet at Fort Loudon, concerning Indians that were to be sent by Sir William Johnson to Fort Pitt and instructing McKee to treat them in the best manner.
  • MFF-2615

Alfred Proctor James, Papers, 1932-1963.
  • James was a history professor, writer and prominent historian in colonial Western Pennsylvania history. The file includes correspondence, research notes and other materials relating to his book George Mercer of the Ohio Company, his index to the Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine, Fort Ligonier and other issues in colonial history.
  • MSS-149

American Frontiers: Myth and Reality.
  • By Dr. Lawrence Keppie. Reprint of an article from Roman Frontier Studies 1989, pages 455-7. Describes the Battle of the Monongahela and Forts Pitt and Ligonier during Pontiac’s Rebellion.
  • Acc.# 1991.208

Battle of Bushy Run.
  • Acc.# 1991.187

Braddock By-Pass.
  • Various papers relating to a proposal to build a by-pass roadway in the Borough of Braddock, including materials on the Battle of Braddock Field.
  • Acc.# 1991.7

Braddock Campaign, Collection.
  • Miscellaneous papers relating to Braddock’s campaign, including maps, illustrations of the order of march, correspondence, articles and commemorative brochures. Specific items include: a copy of a narrative by Jane Frazier (wife of John) of her capture by Indians in 1755, her captivity and escape over a year later; The March of Braddock, 1755. A poem by Louis F. Benson (n. p., February 17, 1902); The Braddock Memorial Park Association, Invitation to Dedication of Monument, October 15, 1913. File also includes an invitation by The U. S. Commission and the Local Community 175th Anniversary Celebration of The Battle of Braddock, July 8-9, 1930.
  • MFF-408

Braddock’s Defeat.
  • By Robert Orme. Copies of a letter written by Captain Robert Orme, Royal Engineers, describing the Battle of the Monongahela and including a list of officers killed and wounded. Copied by Edward Parry, grandson of Lt. Owen Parry, Royal Navy, who was killed in the Battle.
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- Acc.# 1991.179

**Braddock’s Road, Post Card Scrapbook, 1929.**
- Set of 60 colored post cards with historical and descriptive data by John K. Lacock.
- **Postcard Collection**

**Butler County Historical Society, Pittsburgh Materials, c. 1930-1950.**
- Materials include a reprint of an article titled “Colonel George Washington and a Forgotten Camp in Unity Township” by Rev. Felix Fellner, two brochures for Fort Necessity National Battlefield Site and a brochure for Fort Ligonier titled “The Key to the West.”
- Acc.# 1993.0217

**Chalmers Collection.**
- Consists of photostats of letters, originally collected by George Chalmers and presently in the archives of the New York Public Library. The bulk of the letters are addressed to General Monckton and Major Gates by Henry Bouquet, George Croghan and Hugh Mercer in 1760-1761 concerning the affairs of Forts Pitt and Presqu’ Isle, defense of the frontier and communications.
- **Microfilm – 422**

**Christopher Gist’s Map of Braddock’s Route.**
- A photostat.
- **Map File – Historical Roads**

**Col. Henry Bouquet, Papers, 1759-1766.**
- Photocopies and typescripts of Library of Congress photostats of MSS in the British Museum. Selected items of Western Pennsylvania interest. Material is also included in Stevens and Kent, Papers of Henry Bouquet (Harrisburg, 19 volumes, 1940-1943), and in part in Stevens, Kent and Leonard, Papers of Henry Bouquet, Volume II (Harrisburg, 1951).
- **MSS-48**

**Col. James Burd, Papers, 1755-1776.**
- Burd was commander of several military units during and after the French and Indian War, including the 4th Battalion of Lancaster County, and had charge of the building of the Burd Road. The file includes originals and photocopies of documents and letters, particularly excerpts from his journal and letters from Capt. Daniel Clark, Gov. James Hamilton, John Harris, Lt. Lewis Ourrey and Mason and Dixon. Also, a diagram of his camp at Loyal Hannon and silhouettes of Col. and Mrs. Sarah Burd.
- **MFF 2263**

**Colonial National Monuments.**
- Map showing highways to monuments.
- **Map File – Historic Roads**

**Cyrus Cort.**
- Handwritten draft of speech by Cort on the bushy Run Battlefield, September 25, 1909, discussing the significance of the Battle of Bushy Run.
- **MFF 2364**

**Disposition of the Pennsylvania Troops in the Western District for the Winter Season, 1764.**
- Philadelphia: D. Chillas, Lith. Document locates forts and blockhouses, with military strength, from the Susquehanna west to Fort Littleton.
- **Map File – Forts and Battles**

**Edward Braddock, Papers, 1735-1755.**
- Includes transcripts of correspondence, orders and other materials from European and American repositories. These documents were captured by the French at the Battle of the Monongehela in 1755, including letters and orders. Also includes microfilms, notes and correspondence of Dr. A. P. James while collecting the material, ca.
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- MSS-48

Edward Braddock’s Commission in the British Army in the United States.
- Signed by George II. Photograph.
- MFO 75

Forbes Road.
- Maps of Penn, Patton and Wilkins Townships, identifying landowners.
- Map File – Historic Roads

Fort Duquesne, Collection.
- Consists of correspondence (in French), drawings of the Fort, maps, articles from early newspapers and a commemorative postage stamp concerning the Fort and its capture by the British in 1758.
- MFF-793

Fort Ligonier.
- Blue prints of the plans for the Fort Ligonier Museum.
- Map File – Forts and Battles

Fort Ligonier, Collection.
- Includes an inventory of the Constance Prosser Burrell Collection, Fort Ligonier Memorial Foundation, drawings of the Fort and miscellaneous commemorative brochures and guides relating to the Fort and Fort Ligonier Days celebrations.
- MFF-0796

Fort Morris.
- Contains an excerpt from Frontier Forts of Pennsylvania, Volume 1, describing Fort Morris, built near present Shippensburg, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, in 1755 by Col. James Burd, and events relating to the Fort during the French and Indian War and afterwards.
- MFF-0799

Fort Necessity, Collection.
- Consists of a copy of the Articles of Capitulation by Washington as well as accounts of the Fort and battle and numerous brochures of Fort Necessity National Park and related areas. Fort Necessity Memorial Committee, Prospectus, 1931. Illustrated brochure of memorial park, museum and monument, and an account of money raised and appropriated.
- MFF-0800

Fort Pitt.
- Photostat of map in the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
- Map File – Forts and Battles

Fort Pitt, Collection.
- Includes correspondence, written descriptions and plan of the Fort and lists of persons at the Fort in 1760 and 1761. Also, accounts for costs of building a Council House for Indians.
- MFF-0802

Fort Pitt Museum.
- Consists of miscellaneous documents relating to the Museum, including programs for its dedication in 1969 and reopening in 1974 and brochures for the Museum and exhibitions in the Bouquet Wing.
- MFF-0806

George F. Fleming, Articles, 1917-1919.
• Includes copies of newspaper articles on early Western Pennsylvania history, including several articles on the Battle of Bushy Run. Two folders.
• MFF-166

George H. Rankin, Papers Relating to the Forbes Road, 1913-1931.
• Consists of research notes, correspondence and other materials relating to a paper on the route of Forbes’ Army in 1758, read before the Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania on April 27, 1926. Also included are booklets on Fort Halifax and the Battle of Bushy Run.
• MFF 2305

George M. P. Baird, Papers.
• Two folders. Includes drafts of Baird’s manuscript for Arms, Seals and Flags Associated with the History of Western Pennsylvania. Illustrative plates are filed in MFD-12.
• MFF-12

George Washington’s Midnight Ride and Braddock’s Retreat.
• Typescript of original verse by Sarah M. Collins.
• MFF 2361

Gregg Neel, Papers, 1873-1983.
• Included are drafts of speeches and articles, particularly Research Report on Indiantown Gap and Vicinity (relating to forts and fortified houses during the French and Indian War) and The Importance of Bedford in the Early Military History of Pennsylvania. Box 1, Folders 2 and 9.
• MSS-140

Harold A. Thomas, “Indian Ambush at Murrysville.”
• Draft of article concerning an Indian attack on a supply detachment, June 5, 1759, returning to Fort Ligonier from Fort Pitt on the Old Forbes Road near Murrysville.
• MFF 2559

Henry K. Siebeneck, Papers.
• Folder 5 contains an informational brochure and picture postcards relating to Fort Necessity.
• MFF 2306

Invitation to Unveiling of Indian Monument, September 8, 1926.
• MFF 1094

J. C. B.
• Typescript of a journal by J. C. B., a French military officer stationed at Fort Duquesne for several years. Titled: “Voyage to Canada in the North of North America Made from the Year 1751 to 1761.” Quebec, Printing House Leger Brousseau, 1887.
• MFF 2440

John E. Clever.
• Included in the file is a brochure titled “The Black Watch: Royal Highland Regiment” by James B. Cannon. The Regiment fought in the French and Indian War, Pontiac’s Rebellion (including the Battle of Bushy Run) and the Revolutionary War. A Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania publication.
• Acc.# 1996.107

John Forbes, Letter, November 19, 1758.
• Photostat of letter to Col. Burd concerning Forbes’ new camp 20 miles west of Loyal Hannon. Original in Shippen Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania. Published in Alfred P. James, Writings of John Forbes (1938), pages 256-258. From the Rankin Collection.
• MFF 2300
- Harpster was a prominent Western Pennsylvania historian who held positions with a number of historical organizations. The file includes correspondence, financial material and publications relating to the Fort Pitt Museum and development of Fort Necessity National Park.
- MSS-19

Kittanning, Pennsylvania.
- Consists of an invitation to attend the unveiling of the Indian Monument on September 8, 1926, commemorating the Indian town of Kittanning and its destruction by Col. John Armstrong, September 8, 1756.
- MFF-1094

Lawrence C. Woods, Jr., Collection, 1743-1801.
- Woods was a Pittsburgh insurance company executive and collector of early Western Pennsylvania memorabilia. The file includes warrants, deeds, appointments, correspondence and legal materials, most of which concern the activities of soldiers, merchants, landholders and Indian traders of the Western Pennsylvania frontier, in General Braddock and George Croghan. Included is a list of officers killed at the Battle of the Monongahela. Folders 1 and 2.
- MFF-75

Letter to Frank Armor About 137th Anniversary of Fort Ligonier.
- From William D. McGowan. Ligonier, Pa., December 9, 1895.
- MFF 1214

Lily Lee Nixon, Papers, 1845-1960.
- Nixon was a public school teacher in Pittsburgh and historian of early Western Pennsylvania and Pittsburgh history. Her master’s thesis was titled James Burd: Frontier Defender, 1726-1793. The file includes various materials concerning Burd and his early life.
- MSS-121

Mildred Kerr.
- Typescript of a paper prepared for a seminar in history of Western Pennsylvania at the University of Pittsburgh in November 1932 under S. J. Buck, Titled: "The Extension of the Virginia Frontier in Western Pennsylvania, 1740-1780."
- MFF 2446

Photocopy of Authorization, 16 March 1755, from E. Braddock to Col. William Johnson.
- To draw on Gov. Shirley “for carrying on and supporting the Alliance with the six Nations.” Original in Morristown National Historical Park.
- MSS-48

- Map File – Historical Roads

Plan of the Battle Near Bushy Run.
- Map File – Forts and Battles

Queen Alliquippa Chapter, D.A.R., Invitation.
- To “the unveiling of the Tablet in marking the last camp of Major General Edward Braddock on his military expedition to Fort Duquesne...McKeesport, Pa.”, September 19, 1914.
- MFF-408

• The papers, the bulk of which range in date from 1963 to 1988, include extensive materials, notes and drafts relating to Alberts’ books and articles, particularly The Most Extraordinary Adventures of Major Robert Stobo and Shaping of the Point (dealing with restoration of Fort Pitt and the Fort Pitt Museum).

• MSS-37

Robert D. Klingensmith, Collection of Papers on the Battle of Bushy Run.
• Folder 3.
• MFF 2291

Soboslay, Bill.
• Acc.# 1995.0154

• The file includes extensive materials on 18th century forts in North America and other subjects dealing with the conflict between England and France during that period. Series I, Personal Papers, includes materials relating to Stotz’s book, Outposts of the War for Empire. Series II, Restoration Work, contains research notes, drawings, correspondence and other materials concerning his work in the reconstruction of Fort Ligonier and Fort Pitt as well as materials on forts at the Point prior to Fort Pitt, other 18th century forts in Canada and the North American colonies and Western Pennsylvania military affairs. Stotz was a prominent architect and proponent of historical preservation in Pittsburgh and the Western Pennsylvania region. Drawings can be found in MSO-21 and photographs in MSP-21.
• MSS-21

The Burial Places of Colonial and Revolutionary Soldiers.
• MFF 2385

The Expedition of Baron de Longueuil: A preliminary report commemorating the 200th anniversary.
• qE83.739 F9

Thomas Hutchins.
• Journal and Report of his transactions with several Indian nations, commencing April the 4th and ending the 24th of September 1762. With a covering letter to George Croghan, Deputy Agent for Indian Affairs. The Report deals primarily with requests to return prisoners and deserters and to assure peace with the Indians.
• MFF-985

Weis, Edris.
• Folder 1 includes a brochure of the Pittsburgh Convention and Visitors Bureau, Inc., c.1975, titled “The French and Indian Trail: A bicentennial holiday.”
• Acc.# 1996.0317

Pictorial

Maryland-Forts-Fort Frederick.
• Aerial photograph of reconstructed fort.
• GPC-Box 27-Fold. 22

Pennsylvania-Historical Marker- Great Trail (Tuscarawas Trail).
• Photographs of the marker.
• GPC-Box 27-Fold. 9

Pennsylvania-Historical Markers-Old Braddock Road.
British, French, and Indian War Bibliography
Detre Library & Archives, Heinz History Center

- Photograph of the marker.
- GPC-Box 27-Fold. 8

**Pittsburgh-Postcards-Scenes and Views of Recreation Areas-Historical Cards 1758.**
- View of the Point (Fort Pitt) as of 1758. Also, various postcards depicting the Blockhouse.
- Postcards-Box 5

**Pittsburgh-Recreation Areas-Parks-Block House - Point State Park.**
- Various photographs of the Blockhouse.
- GPC-Box 6-Fold. 10

**Prints of Battles and Forts.**
- Includes Fort Pitt Blockhouse, Braddock’s Battle Field, Braddock’s Battle Ground (July 1876), Fort Duquesne and Fort Necessity.
- Prints, A-Ma

**Prints of Soldiers and Traders.**
- Photographs-Group 2- General Photographs - Individual or Family

**Prints of Soldiers and Traders.**
- Prints-Individuals

**Regional Planning Commission-Maps/Plans-Fort Pitt Memorial.**
- Conception drawings of the Fort Pitt Memorial and Blockhouse.
- GPC-Box 27-Fold. 5

**Westmoreland County-Jeannette-Forts-Bushy Run Battlefield.**
- Drawings and photographs (November 1957) of the battlefield.
- GPC-Box 26-Fold. 8

**Westmoreland County-Ligonier-Fort Ligonier.**
- Several photographs of the reconstructed fort.
- GPC-Box 26-Fold. 17
Appendix A: British, French and Indian War articles in the Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine and Pittsburgh History

General Histories

A Kind of Running Fight: Indian Battlefield Tactics in the Late Eighteenth Century.
- By Leroy V. Eid.
- **Vol. 71, April 1988, p. 147**

Bygone Days in the Allegheny Valley.
- **Vol. 27, Sept –Dec 1944, p.1**

Carlisle to Pittsburgh: A Gateway to the West, 1750-1815.
- By Whitfield J. Bell, Jr.
- **Vol. 35, Sept 1952, p. 157.**

Colonial Indian Policy as a Measure of Raising Imperialism: New York and Pennsylvania, 1700-1755.
- By Stephen H. Cutliffe.
- **Vol. 64, July 1981, p. 237.**

History of My Doorstep: Searching for the Celeron of Celeron Street.
- By Stephen Finegold.
- **Vol. 75, Spring 1992, p. 5**

Indian Credit as a Source of Friction in the Colonial Fur Trade.
- By James C. King.
- **Vol. 49, Jan 1966, p 57**

Old Allegheny.
- By Charles W. Dahlinger. History of the City of Allegheny, Chapter 1 covers “Indians Days” through the Revolutionary War.
- **Vol. 1, Oct 1918, p. 1918.**

Sideling Hill Affair: The Cumberland County Riots of 1765.
- **Vol. 59, Jan 1976, p. 39.**

The Board of Trade and Defense of the Ohio Valley 1758-1753.
- By Steven G. Geiert.
- **Vol. 64, Jan 1981, p. 1**

The Frontier Gunsmith and Indian Relations.
- By James C. King.
- **Vol. 50, Jan 1967, p 23**

The Frontier Policy of Pennsylvania.
- By Arthur George Cribbs. (3 Parts) Describes the colony’s policy involving the Indians, trade, and defense of the Frontier.
- **Vol. 2, 1919, p.5, April 1919, p. 72, July 1919, p.174.**

The Growth of British Influence Among the Seneca to 1768.
- By John R. Sahli.
- **Vol. 49, Apr 1966, p. 127**

The Ohio Company and its Relations to Western Pennsylvania.
• By Kenneth P. Bailey. Details efforts to control trading in Western Pennsylvania through 1754.
  • Vol. 22, June 1939, p. 73.

The Place of Pittsburgh in History.
• By John E. Potter. Describes two historical events as important in the history of the United States- the English/French conflict, particularly as it relates to Fort Duquesne, and Pontiac uprising including the Battle of Bushy Run.
  • Vol. 9, Jan 1929, p. 1

The Principal Indian Towns of Western Pennsylvania.
• By Hale C. Sipe.
  • Vol. 13, Apr 1930, p. 104

The Venango Fords and Trails.
• By William Young Brady. Describes the fords over the Allegheny River and French Creek, which played an important part in early Western Pennsylvania.
  • Vol. 28, Sept-Dec 1945, p. 127.

The Venango Path as Thomas Hutchins Knew It.
• By Niles Anderson, Niles and Edward G. Williams (2 Parts).

The Venango Trail in the French Creek Valley.
• By John E. Reynolds. Describes the use of the trail by Indians, traders and the military.
  • Vol. 16, Feb 1933, p. 13

Forts and Fortifications

Colonel Eyre’s Journal of His Trip from New York to Pittsburgh, 1762.
• By Francis R. Reebe. Colonel Eyre was an engineer sent by General Amherst to Fort Pitt to survey the flood damage.
  • Vol. 27, March-June 1944, p. 37

Digging Up Fort Pitt.
• By James L. Swauger. Archaeological work at Fort Pitt.
  • Vol. 60, Apr 1977, p. 185

Fort Duquesne-History in Miniature.
• By Dennis Flosnik. Discusses the restoration of the model of Fort Duquesne in the Historical Society’s collections.
  • Vol. 56, July 1973, p. 331

Fort Ligonier: Additional light from unpublished documents.
• By Alfred P. James.
  • Vol. 17, Dec. 1934, p. 259

Fort Pitt: A history from Fort Duquesne to the last vestige- the Blockhouse 2 installments.
• By Charles W. Dahlinger.
  • Vol. 5, Jan 1922 p.1 and April 1922, p. 87

From Fort Duquesne to Fort Pitt.
• By Ira Fanning.
  • Vol. 59, Jan 1976, p. 110

George Washington at Fort Necessity.
• By John P. Cowan. A description of the 1753-1754 attempts to dislodge the French from the Ohio Country.
  • Vol. 37, Fall-Winter 1954-55, p. 123
Insurrection of Fort Loudon in 1765: Rebellion or preservation of peace?
- By Eleanor M. Webster. Narrative of the uprising led by James Smith.
- Vol. 47, Apr 1964, p. 125

Notes and Queries.
- By William Denny. Letters dated April 6, 1757 from William Denny to Major Burd at Fort Augusta concerning military stores and powder being sent to the Fort.
- Vol. 6, Jan 1923, p. 59

Pay list of the Militia at Fort Ligonier in 1763.
- By Edward G. Williams.
- Vol. 46, July 1963, p. 249

Pittsburgh in 1770.
- Vol. 31, Sept-Dec, 1948, p. 113

Point State Park and the Fort Pitt Museum.

Ten Years on Historic Ground.
- By Rev. Morgan M. Sheedy. Includes a summary of the early history of the Point through 1775.
- Vol. 5, Apr 1922, p. 135

The British Evacuation of Fort Pitt, 1772.
- By John W. Huston.
- Vol. 48, Oct 1965, p. 317

- By James P. Myers.
- Vol. 79, Winter 1996/97, p. 154

The Historic Pittsburgh Point.
- By William H. Stevenson. Summary of the pre-Revolutionary history of the Point.
- Vol. 11, Jan 1928, p. 3

The Importance of the Upper Ohio Valley Country in 1758—A Contemporary View.
- By Solon Buck, a note signed by S.J.B. Derived from an article in the New York Gazette (December 1758) describing Fort Duquesne and its importance.
- Vol. 17, June 1934; p. 123

The Metamorphosis of Fort Necessity.
- Vol. 37, Fall-Winter 1954-55, p. 181

The Nest of Robbers.
- By Alfred P. James. Fort Duquesne as a base for French and Indian operations eastward between 1754-1758.
- Vol. 21, Sept 1938, p. 165

Virginia's role in the Capture of Fort Duquesne, 1758.
- By Nellie Norkus.
- Vol. 45, Dec 1962, p. 291
Biographical

Andrew Montour and His Portrait.
- By Charles Morse Stotz. Montour was Seneca chief, interpreter and Indian agent.

Christopher Gist and His Sons.
- By Lawrence A. Orrill.
- Vol. 15, Aug 1932, p. 191

Christopher Gist, Who's That?
- By John Wilson.
- Vol. 57, Oct 1974, p. 476

- By Marcellin C. Adams. Wilson was an officer in charge of provincial troops during the French and Indian War.
- Vol. 26, Sept-Dec. 1943, p 89

Colonel John Armstrong - His place in the History of Southwestern Pennsylvania.
- By J. W. King
- Vol. 10, July 1927, p.129

Conrad Weiser: A Short Biography.
- By E. John Long.
- Vol. 12, Jan. 1929, p. 58

Edward Ward-Trail Blazing Pioneer.
- By Margaret Pearson Bothwell. Ensign Ward was in charge of the small fort at the Forks of the Ohio he surrendered to the French in 1754.
- Vol. 43, June 1960, p. 99

From Logstown to Venango with George Washington.
- By W. Walter Braham. Washington’s route from Logstown (near Pittsburgh) to Venango in November and December 1753.
- Vol. 36, Sept-Dec 1953, p. 125

- By John B. Gibson. Includes a narrative of Gibson early life as a solider and Indian trader at Fort Pitt.
- Vol. 5, Oct 1922, p. 208

George Croghan and the Struggle for the Ohio Valley 1748- 1758.
- By Clarence R. Thayer.
- Vol. 4, Oct 1921, p 246

George Mercer, of the Ohio Company: A Study in Frustration.
- By Alfred P. 2 parts.
- Vol. 46, Jan 1963, p. 1, Apr 1963, p. 141

George Washington: A Short Biography.
- By Albert W. Johnson.
- Vol. 11, Oct. 1928, p. 203

Half King, Seneca Diplomat of the Ohio Valley.
- By Lois Mulkearn. Half King or Tanacharison, Seneca chief, was the Iroquois deputy in the Upper Ohio Valley during the French invasion in 1754.
- Vol. 37, Summer 1954, p. 65
Henry Bouquet; His Relic Possessions.
- By E. Douglas Branch. Inventory of Henry Bouquet’s possessions at the time of his death in 1765.
- Vol. 22, Sept 1939, p. 201

John Fraser, Western Pennsylvania Frontiersman.
- By Howard Glenn Clark.

Life and Services of Colonel Henry Bouquet.
- Vol. 3, April 1920, p. 120

Madam Montour.
- By John P. Penny, Jr. Story of Madam and Andrew Montour, her son, who aided the English cause as an interpreter, ranger and commander of Indians during the French and Indian War and Pontiac’s War.
- Vol. 13, Jan 1930, p. 55

Queen Aliquippa; a Woman of Mystery.
- By Stacey Taylor.
- Vol. 58, Jan 1975, p. 122

The Expedition of Captain Robert Stobo.
- By Roberts C. Alberts.
- Vol. 47, July 1964, p. 177

The Marquis Duquesne, Sieur de Menneville, Founder of the City of Pittsburgh.
- By Charles W. Dahlinger. 3 parts. Includes a biography of Duquesne and a narrative of the French invasion of the Ohio country, the building of Fort Duquesne and Braddock’s defeat.

The Prevosts of the Royal American.
- By Edward G. Williams. The Prevosts were the three brothers and a nephew, Swiss origin, who entered the British army to serve in America against the French.
- Vol. 56, Jan 1973, p. 1

Thomas Hutchins: Provincial Solider and Indian Agent in the Ohio Valley, 1758-1761.
- By Ann Quattrococchi. Hutchins was quartermaster of the Third Battalion, Pennsylvania Regiment, at Fort Pitt after its capture by the British in 1758.
- Vol. 45, Sept 1962, p. 193

Washington’s Western Journeys and Their Relation to Pittsburgh.
- By Robert M. Ewing.
- Vol. 5, July 1922, p. 220

- By Alfred P. James.
- Vol. 32, March-June 1949, p. 1

William Pitt and John Forbes.
- By Henry King Siebeneck.
- Vol. 24, June 1941, p. 6

French and Indian War--Miscellaneous

Colonel James Burd in the Campaign of 1759.
• By Lily Lee Nixon. Focuses on Burd’s efforts in building a new road from Braddock’s Road to the Monongahela River.
• **Vol. 18, June 1935, p. 109**

**Colonel James Burd in the Campaign of 1760.**
• By Lily Lee Nixon. Burd was in command of Fort Augusts and senior colonel at Fort Pitt.
• **Vol. 23, March 1940, p. 13**

**Did Captain Jacobs Die at the Battle of Kittanning?**
• By James W. Rowe. Jacobs was a co-chief of the Delawares during the French and Indian War.
• **Vol. 17, June 1934, p. 121**

**History of the Capture and Captivity of David Boyd from Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, 1756.**
• By Elvert M. Davis. Boyd was captured by the Delaware during the French and Indian War.
• **Vol. 14, Jan 1931, p. 28**

**Impressment in Western Pennsylvania, 1755-1759.**
• By Allan J. Rogers. Discusses the impressments of the wagons, livestock, and the food during the French and Indian War.
• **Vol. 52, July 1969, p 255**

**Pattin’s Map of the Road to Shannopintown.**
• By Howard R. Eavenson. Concerns Pattin’s survey of the western border of Pennsylvania in 1753 to determine whether the new French forts were in Pennsylvania.
• **Vol. 27, March-June 1944, p. 21**

**Pickawillany: French Military Power verses British Economics.**
• By David R. Edmunds.
• **Vol. 58, April 1975, p. 169**

**The French Advance into the Ohio Country.**
• By Donald A. Kent.
• **Vol. 37, Fall-Winter 1954-1955, p. 135**

**The Military Opens the Gateway to the West.**
• By Matthew B. Ridgeway. Focuses on the French and Indian War in Western Pennsylvania.
• **Vol. 42, March 1959, p. 1**

**Virginia’s Use of Blacks in the French and Indian War.**
• By Larry G. Bowman.
• **Vol. 53, Jan 1970, p. 57**

**General Braddock Campaign**

**A British Officer’s Journal of the Braddock Expedition-Et Cetera.**
• By Paul E. Kopperman, assisted by Michael J. Freiling. A further review of the newly-discovered source on Braddock’s expedition.
• **Vol. 64, July 1981, p 269**

**A Letter from Will’s Creek.**
• By Charles M. Stotz (Editor). Harry Gordon’s account of Braddock’s defeat.
• **Vol. 44, June 1961, p. 129**

**An Assessment of the Cholomley’s Batman and British A Journals of Braddock’s Campaign.**
• By Paul E. Kopperman (response by George Swetnam). A critical review of newly- discovered sources on Braddock’s
• Vol. 62, July 1981, p. 197

Braddock’s War Supplies and Dunbar’s Camp.
• By Raymond B. Abbot
• Vol. 17, March 1934, p. 49

Charles Langlade and Braddock’s Defeat.
• By Paul Trap. Argues that Langlade did not participate in the battle.
• Vol. 70, July 1987, p. 300

Colonel James Burd in the Braddock Campaign.
• By Lily Lee Nixon.
• Vol. 17, Dec 1934, p. 235.

The Braddock Celebration—One Hundred-Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of Braddock’s Defeat.
• Describes the celebratory events in Braddock on July 8-9, 1930 and the location of the battle in terms of 1930 landmarks.
• Vol. 13, Oct 1930, p. 272

The Monongahela River.
• By M. James Morris. Includes a narrative of the Battle of the Monongahela.
• Vol. 6, July 1923, p. 135

The Old Indian Burying Ground.
• By Stephen Quinon. Includes a discussion of the grave of Beaujeau in the cemetery for Fort Duquesne. Beaujeau was commandant of the Fort and was mortally wounded in the Battle of the Monongahela.
• Vol. 3, Oct 1920, p. 201

Treasure Hunt in the Forest.
• By Edwards G. Williams.
• Vol. 44, Dec 1961, p. 383

General Forbes Campaign

As Forbes Trailed Through.
• By Lewis C. Walkinshaw. Describes short hikes in 1936 along the Old Forbes Road in two parts.
• Vol. 19, June 1936, p. 135, Sept 1936, p. 221

Forbes Conquers the Wilderness.
• By Charles M. Stotz. A modern odyssey.
• Vol. 67, Oct 1984, p. 309

New Light on the 1758 Forbes Campaign.
• By Niles Andersen.
• Vol. 50, Apr 1967, p. 89

The General Chooses a Road.
• By Niles Andersen. The Forbes campaign of 1758 to Fort Duquesne in three installments.

The Glory Road.
• By L. Ewing. Poetry. Relates to the Forbes campaign of 1758.
• Vol. 43, June 1960, p. 129

The Last Two Campsites of Forbes’s Army.
• By Harold A. Thomas.
The Phantom Atrocity.
- By Kenneth A. White. Examines the truth of an incident alleged to have happened to captured prisoners as Forbes’ army was approaching Fort Duquesne on Nov 25, 1758.

The Sites of Forbes’ Last Three Breastworks.
- By Harold A. Thomas.
- Vol. 47, Jan 1964, p. 55

Pontiac’s Conspiracy

A Survey of Bouquet’s Road. 1764; Samuel Finley’s Field Notes.
- By Edward G. Williams. 5 parts.

Bushy Run: Decisive Battle in the Wilderness; Pennsylvania and Indian Rebellion of 1763.
- By Niles Andersen.
- Vol. 46, July 1963, p. 211

Indian Captives Releases by Colonel Bouquet.
- By William S. Ewing.
- Vol. 39, Fall 1956, p. 187

New Light on Bouquet’s Ohio Expedition: Nine days of Thomas Hutchins’s journal, October 3-11, 1783.
- By Louis Waddell (Edited by)
- Vol. 66, July 1983, p. 271

Numbers and Tactics at Bushy Run.
- By Don Daudelin.
- Vol. 68, Apr. 1985, p. 153

Orderly Book 1 of Colonel Henry Bouquet Against the Ohio Indians, 1764 (Carlisle to Fort Pitt).
- By Edward G. Williams (Edited by). 3 parts.

The Battle of Bushy Run, Music and Lyrics.
- By Robert W. Schmertz.
- Vol. 46, July 1963, p. 247

The Indian Frontier of 1763.
- By Wilbur R. Jacobs. Discusses the background of Pontiac’s War.
- Vol. 34, Sept 1951, p. 185

The Orderly Book of Colonel Henry Bouquet’s Expedition Against the Ohio Indians, 1764.
- By Edward G. Williams. 3 parts.

The Stoppages Mutiny of 1763.
- By Paul E. Kopperman. Relates to a new policy of charging troops for their rations.
- Vol. 69, July 1986, p. 241